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Preface

Institutional development and the performance tions more broadly, to include the rules and regu-
of the public sector have a central place in devel- lationsthatgovernsociety. Witheachwideningof
opment strategies and the World Bank's activities. focus, the Bank has taken on additional responsi-
Initially, the Bank focused narrowly on the opera- bilities, but has continued its earlier institutional
tional effectiveness of the agencies in developing work. Improving individual agencies is still the
countries that were in charge of implementing bread and butter of institutional development
Bank-financed projects. But a deeper understand- activities.
ing of the importance of institutional capacity led The re-emphasis in development strategies on
it to develop broader programs with longer-term a larger role for the private sector has been inter-
perspectives. As development strategies grew preted by some to mean a reduced and minor role
more complex, so did their institutional require- for the public sector in all areas. This is incorrect.
ments. Broadly based initiatives such as poverty What is required is a different, probably smaller,
reduction programs, for example, necessitated but nonetheless strategic role for the public sector.
dealing with smaller, more dispersed and in some The fact is that good public sector management is
cases weaker agencies, such as those in rural de- a crucial ingredient in any development strategy
velopment and education. based on markets and private initiative. Market-

World Bank involvement in institutional de- friendly strategies require a public sector of high
velopment took a quantum leap in the early 1980s quality capable of reacting to changing economic
when it began to support policy reform programs conditions. Indeed, it can be argued that market-
through structural or sectoral adjustment opera- supporting public sectors need to react faster than
tions. The institutional aspects of adjustment modelsbased on government planning and domi-
programs include support for public enterprises, nance, in which public enterprises and cumber-
as well as for central government agencies in some controlling mechanisms could plod along at
charge of policy management. Historically, the a glacial pace. Tasks such as macroeconomic and
Bank had worked with individual public enter- sectoralpolicymanagement, and regulation of the
prises in the context of sectoral operations. Now financial system, require a first class technical
it began actively to support broader public enter- staff, good information, and considerable wis-
prise reform programs, together with efforts to dom. To achieve privatization, the public sector
strengthen core government agencies, including must be able to manage the process effectively.
those in charge of managing macroeconomic and The benefits of good policy management, and the
trade policy. costs of mistakes, are enormous, as experience has

Recently, the Bank has shown increasing con- repeatedly shown. Some developing countries
cern about governance issues, defining institu- lack even the minimum ability to undertake these
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new tasks. Establishing that capability is a prereq- This paper, which summarizes the cumulative
uisite for their development. For more advanced experience of the World Bank and its member
countries, the institutions are in place, but improv- countries in the last decade, should greatly help in
ing their operations is essential if they are to man- the task of achieving effective public sectors in
age a more open economy or promote more so- developing countries.
phisticated capital markets.

Arturo Israel
Senior Adviser

Institutional Development
The World Bank

Washington, D.C.
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Executive summary

Manygovernmentsindevelopingcountriesneed strengthening of core central government organi-
more efficient and effective institutions if they are zations. In terms of downscaling the public sector,
to conceive, implement, and sustain productive the paper addresses Bank-assisted efforts to re-
economic policies and projects. Effective public duce overextended public sectors: doing away
institutions are also necessary if the private sector with bad projects in public investment programs,
is to grow and flourish. This paper: (1) evaluates reducing the number and cost of overstaffed civil
the World Bank's past and present efforts to services, and selling or liquidatinginefficient pub-
strengthen the efficiency and effectiveness of pub- lic enterprises. (The sale or transfer of public
lic agencies in its borrower countries; (2) offers enterprises to private owners is treated briefly;
guidance and prescription on how to improve details are being addressed in a separate paper.)
those efforts; and (3) suggests some areas for fur- The underlying concept is that the typical devel-
ther work. For both failures and successes the oping country has tried to do too much through
paper tries to state why a particular outcome the public sector, or has assigned to public agen-
occurred, and what can be done to assure, or cies tasks for which they are ill-suited, or has
prevent, its repetition. The paper is not a state- retained activities in public hands when condi-
ment of policy in the formal sense; its aim is to tionsjustifyingpublicmanagementhavechanged.
identify, analyze, and build upon emerging "best What is involved is nothing less than redefining
practice." the dimensions of the state, as attempts are made

Three themes are treated in detail: to manage less, but manage better.
* The management of public spending. The concept behind strengthening core gov-
* Cost containment and improved institutional ernment organizations is that many borrower

effectiveness in the civil service. governments need to reinforce the institutions
* Improved performance of public enterprises. that formulate policy and advise the highest deci-

These themes do not represent all of public sector sionmakers, that set standards and evaluate per-
management. But they are the major areas in formance, and that supervise activities across sec-
which the Bank has long been working- particu- tors.
larly since the advent of adjustment lending - The main lesson drawn from Bank and country
and in which there is a record to analyze. The experienceisthatpublicsectormanagement(PSM)
paper also examines the methods by which the reform takes root and flourishes only over rela-
Bank supports the implementation of proposed tively long periods of time. This makes it hard to
reforms. see the results of interventions; and when results

The conceptual thread unifying the three themes occur, it can be hard to trace their cause to a
under review is that their reform requires both the particular action. Results vary greatly, depending
downscaling of public sector efforts and the on a country's administrative capability and how
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receptive it is to externally supplied advice and borrowers is to put into practice methods that are
resources. In countries with an appropriate align- both technically sound and politically and bu-
ment of skills, commitment, and incentives, rapid reaucratically feasible.
and progressive change occurs. Elsewhere, it will Civil service reform consists of two comple-
take years to develop the essential ingredients for mentary efforts: short-terrn measures to contain
strong institutions. In many countries the Bank costs and medium-term programs to strengthen
must be involved in a supporting role for a long personnelmanagementandimprovetheefficiency
time to come. and effectiveness of public agencies. Initially,

The general messages of the paper are as follows: emphasis was placed on cost containment, using a
* What has been tried so far has yielded positive variety of methods to identify surplus civil ser-

results, often in very difficult circumstances. The vants and encourage or require their resignation.
results have been less than hoped for at the outset, Results have been mixed. Growth in civil service
but positive. Given the novelty of the exercise - numbers and wage bills has been stopped in many
the redirection and downscaling of the state - it is countries and in some this is sufficient. But often
not surprising that the effort has been long and cost containmentand numberreduction programs
arduous. have been insufficient to bring about the degree of

* The main reason reform takes so long is that change needed or possible. Only a few (mainly
most PSM reform efforts run into sociopolitical African) countries in dire financial straits have
obstacles that require patience and persistence to effected major reductions in personnel; where this
overcome. has been done the Bank's involvement has helped

* Bank and borrower understanding of PSM in the transition. But many countries should and
reform has advanced rapidly in recent years as the can go further in cutting costs.
lessons from first efforts have been incorporated Cost-containment deals with only part of the
in subsequent programs. problem. Of equal if not greater importance are

* Given the strategic importance of more effi- medium-term institutional reform efforts aimed
cient public spending patterns and effective pub- at correcting the root deficiencies of poor perfor-
lic sector management in developing countries, mance in public agencies, by creating or updating
the Bank should strengthen its efforts at PSM personnel management systems (including per-
reform. formance evaluation mechanisms), improving

Regardingpublic expendituremanagement, the training, linking pay to productivity, and offering
Bank aims to improve public investment program- incentives to attract and retain competent, skilled
ming, to strengthen the budget process, and to personnel. These endeavors are more recent in
support more generous allocations to operations origin. These programs are beginning to have a
and maintenance. Investment programming ef- positive effect.
forts have focused on reducing the number of To improve the management of public enter-
projects and setting up a medium-term, "rolling" prises, the Bank strives to create policy and insti-
public investment program composed of projects tutionalframeworksthatstimulateefficiencygains.
analyzed according to their economic, financial, Thisis themostactiveareaof Bankinvolvementin
and social viability. In the main, the results have public sector management, comprising more than
been positive. Many countries have eliminated 150 operations to date. These include:
poor projects, have improved the screening of * Efforts to downsize the public enterprise
proposed projects, have more closely matched sector.
planned efforts and implementation capabilities, * Steps to improve the market environment of
and have improved the generation, coordination, public firms and expose them to competition.
and use of aid funds. * Measures to improve government-enterprise

Strengtheningbudgetingprocedureshasproven relations.
more difficult, partly because of the widespread The paper concentrates on improving the perfor-
weakness of basic accounting procedures. Despite mance of enterprises remainingin the hands of the
a few African and Latin American success stories, state (as privatization will be covered in detail in
comprehensive budget reform packages have sel- a separate paper).
dom succeeded. The management of public spend- The overall impact of public enterprise reforms
ing is at once a highly technical and an intensely has been positive. Few public enterprises are
political process; the challenge for the Bank and its being created and never as a matter of course.
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Through privatization, liquidation, and expan- * Devote more effort to the design stage of
sion of the private sector, public enterprises now technical assistanceactions, and setupmonitorable
play a much less significant economic role in achievements.
many countries - in all regions - than they did * Intensify supervision of technical assistance
in the recent past. Bank-supported programs components and projects.
have often led to improved productivity and prof- * Assess more rigorously both the selection
itability of firms and indeed of sectors. The re- and the performance of consultants.
forms' impact on budgets is less clear. Many * Make greater use of resident and regional
countries have registered substantial declines in mission staff to work with governments and other
transfers from government to enterprises, but in- donors on technical assistance matters.
direct financing methods - through the banking * Improve assessments of the borrower's abil-
system, taxes, and other exemptions - cloud the ity and determination to put the technical assis-
picture. tance to good use.

Experience demonstrates that public enterprise In terms of lending instruments, experience
performance can be improved without changing reveals that there is often a poor fit between the
ownership - by assigning the firms clear com- long time frame needed to effect PSM reforms and
mercial goals, imposing a hard budget constraint, the rapid disbursement periods of adjustment
giving managers the means and power to attain operations. This suggests that project loans might
these goals, exposing the enterprises to competi- be the preferred mechanism for PSM efforts. But
tion, rewarding the managers who achieve objec- the magnitude of adjustment operations has often
tives and sanctioning those who do not, and al- proved useful in persuading governments to un-
lowing persistent poor performers to go out of dertake politically sensitive reform. The solution
business. This process of "commercialization" adopted has been to parallel adjustment opera-
subjects public enterprises to roughly the same tions with related "development management"
conditionsand signals asaprofit-maximizing firm or "public sector reform" projects.
operating in a competitive market. It yields posi- The benefits of improved public sector man-
tive results. But governments have a problem mak- agement are enormous: lower costs, more effec-
ing performance improvement measures endure; tive production and delivery of goods and ser-
the strategy has its limits. Therefore, in some coun- vices by public agencies, heightened project im-
tries and circumstances privatization is proving pact, better policy formulation and implementa-
desirable, not only to effect performance improve- tion capability, more sustainable projects and pro-
ments, but also to lock in the hard-won gains. grams, and an improved environment for the

The instruments used by the Bank to promote effective functioning of the private sector. In the
public sector management reformshavebeentech- wide range of areas touched by Bank support, the
nical assistance - supplied by specially recruited gains have been numerous and significant. But
personnel or by Bank staff themselves - training, they have also been fewer than projected, difficult
and studies and policydialogue through the Bank's to conceive and implement, and slow to come to
analytical and sector work. The dilemma of tech- fruition. The reason is that public sector manage-
nical assistance is that it appears indispensable ment actions reveal, and highlight, tensions be-
but difficult to use well. The more a country needs tween economic benefits and political costs. Gov-
technical assistance the more salient are the condi- emments tend to be either in extreme crisis, or
tions that mitigate against its effective use. The well advanced on the road to prosperity, before
deficiencies of technical assistance delivery have they muster the resolve to tackle these painful
been well studied by the Bank, and a set of correc- issues. In countries where this is the case, over-
tive mechanisms proposed; but these have proven coming the obstacles to reform requires detailed
difficult to implement. All suppliers of technical knowledge of the sociopolitical context that is
assistance are caught between the acute need to difficult and costly to obtain, and even more diffi-
move rapidly on a variety of fronts, and an in- cult to apply.
creasing recognition that documented success To improve this record, the Bank should con-
comes about slowly, by concentrating on a re- centrate its efforts on (1) designing effective insti-
stricted set of problems. tutional development strategies adapted to coun-

To improve the quality of technical assistance try needs; and (2) stimulating government com-
the Bank should: mitment to associated policy reform and capacity-
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buildingefforts. Thiswouldrequire,amongother Given the limited resources that the Bank can
things,greaterweighttoPSMissuesinthecountry devote to PSM efforts, not every existing public
dialogue; more thorough reviews of the agency merits restructuring or even perpetuation.
sociopolitical context; more systematic attention The key conclusion is that the Bank must be more
to PSM issues in economic and sector work; and selective in the choice of organizations to be as-
more rigorous management of PSM-related in- sisted. The Bank should focus more explicitly on
vestment and technical assistance operations. This countries and activities in which the chance for
calls for specialized skills and the exercise of de- reform is high because government is committed
velopment diplomacy. In addition, because tech- and ready to change. In other countries, special
nical assistance funding forms a considerable part efforts should be devoted to diagnostic work and
of official development assistance, Bank aid coor- the creation of a climate favorable to reform
dination efforts should work to help orient such through country dialogue, policy dissemination
flows to high priority areas of PSM. work, and capacity-building activities.

xii



Introduction

Purpose administrative or institutional improvement is
invariably a long-term process. In the short run, it

This paper assesses the efforts of the World Bank can be hard to see the results of interventions. In
to improve management in the public sectors of its the medium to longer run, when effects do emerge,
borrower countries. It identifies the problems that it can be difficult to trace their cause to a specific
created the need for Bank involvement, reviews intervention.
the steps taken and the instruments used by the But this much is unquestioned: Governments
Bank to help correct these problems, and assesses need effective public institutions if they are to
whichof thesestepshaveaccomplishedtheirgoals, conceive and implement progressive, develop-
and which have not. For both successes and mental economic policies and projects and if they
failures it tries to state why a particular outcome are to create and sustain flourishing private sec-
occurred, and what can be done to assure, or tors. This has never been in doubt. The issue has
prevent, its repetition. The paper responds to always been, how to endow borrower govern-
expressions of the Bank's Board of Executive Di- ments with such a capacity? For a brief time, many
rectors concern about weak institutional capacity assumed that merely adopting a new goal would
in borrower countries, and to a specific Board automatically elicit the organizational capacity to
recommendation that the Bank give greater em- achieve it. This proved illusory. Donors and the
phasis to institution building in both appraisal Bank then shifted to creating project management
and implementation. units to substitute, with external resources, for

The paper's specific objectives are threefold: weak local institutions. These tended to disap-
* To evaluate the Bank's practical achieve- pear when the flow of external resources ended.

ments in strengthening public agencies. The Bank has now embarked on the more realistic
* To offer governments and Bank staff guid- albeit more long-term and difficult process of

ance on the design and implementation of reform helping governments take charge of their own
programs. management. In some countries, where the align-

* To map out the issues and areas where pre- ment of skills, commitment, and incentives is ap-
scriptioncanonlybepartialbecauseknowledgeis propriate, rapid and progressive change is occur-
insufficient, and where more work and reflection ring. In others, it will take years of Bank involve-
are needed. ment to provide the ingredients for strong institu-
The last is important. Despite years of varied and tions.
intensive effort, the Bank is not in a position to The problem is difficult, but not intractable,
pronounce definitively on all aspects of public and dealing with it will take longer than is desir-
sector management reform. The reason is simple: able. But the importance of dealing with it is

1



unquestioned. Thepaperdoesnotsuggestchanges dress issues of public sector overextension, and
in Bank policy. The paper has a less ambitious improve management of the enabling environ-
goal: to identify, analyze, and build upon emerg- ment, concentrating on factors that cut across
ing "best practice." economic sectors. In particular, it sought to create

or strengthen the core agencies responsible for
Background and scope financial policy, management of the civil service,

and the supervision of public enterprises. These
Economic growth and development are not solely are the three fields dealt with in this paper.
a functionof increases in the factors of production. No claim is made that these agencies encom-
A substantial part of growth in total output is pass all of public sector management. Many other
explained by noneconomic determinants, includ- important, related issues exist, including the ap-
ing "better management, organization and work propriate degree of administrative decentraliza-
procedures...."' From an early date the Bank has tion, measures to create and strengthen proper
undertaken to develop managerial capacity in the legal institutions, and the sociocultural roots of
individual ministries, government agencies, and administrative-managerialbehavior. ButtheBank
autonomous public organizations responsible for does not yet have a great deal of operational
implementing the investments that it finances. experience with these issues. And they are being
Over the years the Bank and its borrowers have analyzed elsewhere in the Bank.2

amassed considerable experience in diagnosing The conceptual thread that unifies the three
the problems of public agencies and project units, themes under review is that they require the re-
and proposing and implementing programs to structuring and strengthening of core central gov-
improve the performance of different institutions. emient organizations. The paper addresses ef-
Indeed, before 1980, except for some efforts in forts to downsize overextended public sectors.
training and civil service education, the Bank's The typical developing country has tried to do too
approach was limited to improving particular much through the public sector - or has assigned
agencies or enterprises. to public agencies tasks for which they are ill-

The world economy fell into recession in the suited, or retained activities in public hands when
early 1980s. Part of the Bank's response was to the conditions justifying public management have
introduce structural adjustment lending, to deal changed. The principal message from experience,
with the balance of payments needs arising from then, is that the state should manage less, but
the shock of deteriorating terms of trade, and to manage better. To that extent, governments need
reform macroeconomic policy. The range and strengthening. Development requires better for-
severity of economic problems encountered in the mulation of policy, the setting of standards, and
adjustment process highlighted the need to im- the supervision of activities across sectors. In
prove public sector management (henceforth, particular, developing countries need:
PSM) at a higher level than the individual agency. * Better management of public spending (bet-
The Bank broadened its involvement because it ter systems for formulating and managing bud-
realized that: gets, generating revenues, controlling costs, and

* Implementing changed policies required ef- investment planning).
fective, competent, core organizations. * Civil service reform (containing the growth

* Effective investment lending required an and costs of government and making the civil
appropriate macroeconomic framework and an service more efficient and effective).
enabling institutional environment. * Better management of public enterprises (cre-

* Macroeconomic adjustment required the ating policies and institutions that will make pub-
downscaling of many governments that were fi- lic enterprises more efficient).
nancially and administratively overextended. Conditions relating to one or more of these

Concern with individual agencies and enter- aspects of PSM were included in nearly every
prises was by no means abandoned. Efforts have adjustment operation approved in the 1980s. But
continued to improve performance and lower although the adjustmentprocess sparked the iden-
costs in the literally hundreds of specialized pub- tification of PSM as an important issue, many of
lic agencies and units with which the Bank deals. the innovations developed have also been found
But in the 1980s the Bank also used its adjustment useful in project lending. Thus, many activities
programs, and related technical assistance, to ad- using project instruments addressed PSM in the

2



same period. In all, more than 120 Bank Group ineffective and too expensive. And as each of the
operations presently in execution or under prepa- sections of the paper reveals, government com-
ration include PSM components in these three mitment to and "ownership" of reform are essen-
areas. tial to sustained progress. But important as the

Thesubjectmatterof thispaperiscloselylinked PSM issues are, they are not the whole of "gover-
to - is an important part of - the concept of nance." This paper does not deal with either the
"governance." The paper examines what the Bank public's role in determining policy and actions, or
has tried to do in its member countries to create the methods by which public officials are held
and sustain competent, cost-conscious public or- accountable (or not) to the population. It is simply
ganizations, capable of devising and implement- an account of what has been tried, and accom-
ing rational, appropriate, and productive economic plished, in improving the public administrations
policy and action. The link is apparent: gover- of Bank borrowers, with specific suggestions on
nance is a common theme now partly because how to consolidate gains and avoid revealed prob-
public organizations in many countries seem to be lems.

3



1
Public expenditure management

Summary: Underadjustmentoperations thedeteriora- intensely political process. The focus hereis onits
tion of public finances has been stopped and reversed, technical rather than political aspects, in keeping
and publicexpendituremanagement has beenstrength- with the Bank's role and expertise. But the politics
ened. Thetaskaheadistoimprovetheeffectivenessand invariably intrude. Setting and implementing
relevance of expenditures. This means substantial spending policies involves command over re-
reconfiguration of budgets and the strengthening of sources, which inevitably means satisfying - or
financial accountability. failing to satisfy - the material interests of differ-

ent constituencies. Most public expenditure pro-
The challenge grams reflect the influence and to some extent the

needs and desires of the bureaucrats who prepare
In industrialized or developing countries, suc- and carry them out. In many developing coun-
cessful management of public spending requires tries public expenditures are shaped by the ac-
competence in three areas: (1) setting a framework tions of donors. The challenge for the Bank and its
for public expenditures consistent with macro- borrowers is to develop principles and methods
economic policies and objectives; (2) planning that are both technically sound and politically and
expenditures within that framework; and (3) ex- bureaucratically feasible.
ecuting those plans efficiently and effectively, so Beforethel980s,theBankwasconcernedmainly
that objectives are achieved, money is spent wisely, with sector policies, programs, and projects. It has
and the use of public resources is accounted for. long been interested in public sector financial

At the center of this process is the government aggregates, but viewed themprimarily in terms of
budget. How well government budgets are for- macroeconomic objectives, such as the need to
mulated and executed is important everywhere. improve government savings and mobilize addi-
In most countries, government budgets absorb tional resources for social and economic invest-
substantial domestic and foreign resources. They ment. But with deteriorating economic perfor-
touch all sectors of the economy and involve many mance in the late 1970s, and the advent of adjust-
tiers of administration, and the products of gov- ment lending, Bank involvement deepened. At
ernmentspendingshould-butdonotalways- first the Bank focused on the Public Investment
complement private sector activity. Government Program (PIP), embarking on a long series of
budgets condition how state employees behave, PublicInvestmentReviews(PIRs). Itbecameclear
and determine the tasks they perform and how that in many countries investments could not be
effectively they perform them. So budgets are treated in isolation from the rest of the budget -

central to the public sector incentive system. thatrevenuesas well ascapitalprogramshadto be
One problem with the management of public reviewed. So Bank work on public spending

spending is that it is both a highly technical and an broadened. Increasingly, PIRs have given way to
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broader Public Expenditure Reviews (PERs). Asa Figure 1.2 Components of goverment
consequence, the Bank expanded its assistance to financial management reform operations,
cover a wider range of public financial manage- FY 1986-91
ment issues: the establishment and implementa- Budget mgmt.
tion of a fiscal policy in line with macroeconomic (42) 20%
realities, improved screening of projects, the fore- Accounts/ Tax administration

casting and management of the public debt, local auditing _ _2

govemment finances, spendingon operations and (30)14%
maintenance, subsidies and transfers to public
enterprises, and aspects of public pay and em-
ployment policy. In this section of the paper we
review borrower and Bank experience in those Extemal
areas in which most Bank efforts have been con- External m i

s , , tebt mgmL / ~~~~~~~~~~~~Public investment
centrated: public investment programming, op- (23)11% Procurement programs
erations and maintenance expenditures, and (11)5% (59) 28%
strengthening the budget process. (For an over-
view of Bank interventions in support of public Note: Numbers in parentheses refer to the number of
financial management reform, including their con- operations containing the corresponding reform component.

Since most operations contain several financial management
tent and regional distribution, and the types o reform components, the percentages refer only to the
lending instruments employed, see figures 1.1, component's share of the total number (212) of reform
1.2, and table 1.1.) components.

Source: Public Sector Management and Private Sector

Public investmnent programming Development Division, Country Economics Department.

In the late 1970s, the Bank's interest in govern- grams, the quality of the projects, and how effec-
ments' ability to manage their investment pro- tively they were being implemented. These con-
grams stemmed from concerns about the size and cerns were documented in a growing number of
comprehensiveness of Public Investment Pro- Public Investment Reviews carried out from the

early 1980s on. PIRs typically recommend more
realistic assessment of the amount of funds that

Figure 1.1 Government financial management will be available for investments of all sort, and a
operations, by region and lending instrument, tighter approach to formulating and implement-
FY 1986-91 ing public investments. Planned investments by

the public sector typically exceed both available
Numberof operations finance, domestic and external, and domestic
so 46................. ...... .............................. imlenaoncpit.Rsuesreped

50 46 s,31SE.SNslTechnical Assistance Loans implementation capacity. Resources are spread
_Structural AdiustmentLoans thinlyovertoomanyprojects,stretchingoutimple-

40 ...... ........... mentation and delaying benefits. In many coun-

::0.".,....:..... tries, there is no comprehensive picture of public
30 ...... .......................... I................investments and thus no estimate of their impact

on macroeconomic targets or of their financial

20 implications. Where they exist, investment pro-
grams lack focus - and cuts, when they occur,t _ EqSat 9 tend to be across the board. Governments find it

10 _ _ 9 - 7 - hard to state which projects should proceed and
which should receive no further funding. This

o failure to assign priorities keeps alive projects of
Africa Latin America Europe, Asia minimal value and delays the completion of criti-

and the Middle East, a gvrm
Caribbean and North cal activities. In addition, many govemments

Africa have included in their investment programs costly

Note: Structural Adjustment Loans include other policy- and non-viable projects.
based operations such as Economic Recovery Credits. The Bank's approach is twofold: First, it recoi-
Source: Public Sector Management and Private Sector mends concentrating scarce resources on fewer
Development Division, Country Economics Department. projects that can be implemented within a reason-
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Table 1.1 Countries with Bank-supported programs for govemment financial management reform,

Budgetary Public investment External debt
management programs management Accounts/audit

Algeria TAL Algeria Eco Reform Sppt Algeria Eco Reform Sppt Algeria TAL
Algeria Eco Reform Sppt Benin SAL Cameroon SAL Argentina Tax Admin
Benin SAL Bolivia Eco Mgt Strgth Op Cameroon Eco Mgt* Bolivia Pub Fin Mgt Op
Bolivia Pub Fin Mgt Burundi SAL II CAR SAL I Burundi SAL
Bolivia Eco Mgt Strgth Op Burundi Eco & PE Mgt* Congo SAL Burundi Eco & PE Mgt
Burundi SAL II Cameroon SAL Congo TAL 11* Cameroon SAL
Burundi Eco & PE Mgt Cameroon Eco Mgt* Costa Rica SAL II Cameroon Eco Mgt*
Cameroon SAL CAR SAL I & 1I Gabon SAL CAR SAL II
CAR SAL 1,11 & Ill CAR Eco Mgt* Ghana SAL I & 11 CAR Eco Mgt*
Colombia PS Reform Chile SAL 1I Ghana SA Inst Sppt* Ghana SAL II
Congo SAL Congo SAL Guinea SAL 11 Guinea Eco Mgt Sppt 11
Dominica SAL Congo TAL 11* Guinea Eco Mgt Sppt 11* Guinea Bissau TAL 11
Gabon SAL Dominica SAL Laos SAL Hungary SAL
Gambia SAL Gabon SAL Malawi ID Hungary Fin Sys Modern
Ghana SAL I & 1I Gabon TAL* Morocco SAL Laos SAL
Ghana SA Inst Sppt* Gambia SAL I & 1I Morocco Pub Admin Sppt Malawi ID
Guinea SAL II Ghana SAL I & 11 Mozambique Rehab 11I Mauritania Development Mgt
Guinea Eco Mgt Sppt 11* Ghana SA Inst Sppt Papua New Guinea SAL Morocco Pub Admnin Sppt
Guinea Bissau SAL Guinea SAL 1I Poland SAL Mozambique Eco & Fin Mgt
Guinea Bissau TAL 11* Guinea Eco Mgt Sppt 11* Sao Tome & Nepal SAL I & 11
Haiti TAL Guinea Bissau SAL Principe SAL II Philippines Eco Recov TA
Laos SAL Guinea Bissau TAL Uganda TAL III Philippines Debt Mgt
Malawi ID Guyana SAL 1I Venezuela SAL Sudan PE & Eco Mgt
Mauritania SAL Guyana TAL 111 Uganda TAL III
Morocco SAL Haiti TAL Uruguay SAL I & II
Morocco Pub Admin Sppt Laos SAL Venezuela Pre-invest & ID
Mozambique Eco & Fin Mgt Mali SAL Yugoslavia SAL II
Nepal SAL I & 1I Mauritania SAL Zaire SAL
Papua New Guinea SAL Morocco SAL
Poland SAL Morocco Pub Admin Sppt
Senegal SAL III & IV Mozambique Rehab III
Sudan PE & Eco Mgt Nepal SAL I & 11
Uganda TAL III Panama SAL 11
Uruguay TAL 1I Papua New Guinea SAL
Venezuela Pre-invest & ID Philippines Debt Mgt
Zaire SAL Sao Tome &
Zaire Eco & Fin Mgt Inst* Principe SAL I & II

Senegal SAL III & IV
Senegal Development Mgt
Sri Lanka Eco Restruct
Togo SAL III & IV
Togo Pre-investment
Trinidad & Tobago SAL
Trinidad & Tobago TAL*
Tunisia SAL
Uruguay SAL I & 11
Uruguay TAL 1* & 11*
Venezuela SAL
Venezuela Pre-invest & ID
Zaire SAL
Zaire Eco & Fin Mgt Inst*

*SAL-related TALs.

able period of time. Second, it encourages govern- going projects rather than the launching of new
ments to develop a medium-term Public Invest- efforts.
ment Program by introducing more selective In a number of countries - for example,
screening criteria, making better use of existing throughout Sub-Saharan Africa - the Bank urges
facilities, and emphasizing the completion of on- governments to identify within the PIP a "core"
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FY 1986-91 (through December 31, 1990) budget process, the Bank recommends that the

Tax PIP be "rolled over" (updated) annually, and made
administration Procurement an integral part of the government budget prepa-

ration system. At the same time, governments are
Algeria TAL Cameroon SAL
Algeria Eco Reform Sppt Cameroon Eco Mgt' being encouraged to strengthen project prepara-
Argentina Tax Admin Colombia PS Reform tion and programming capacities in line and core
Benin SAL Guinea Eco Mgt Sppt 1I departments. Three-year rolling PIPs have been
Bolivia Pub Fin Mgt Op Mauritania Development Mgt specified by many Bank borrowers, large and
Cameroon SAL Niger PE ID small, from Mexico to Lesotho.
CAR SAL I & III Philippines Debt Mgt sal romuMexio to esotho.
Chad Eco & Fin Mgt Togo The results of these efforts have been largely
Dominica SAL Uganda TAL III positive. Many countries now prepare PIPs. These
Gambia SAL I & II Zaire SAL have provided a solid foundation for mobilizing
Ghana SAL I & 11 Zaire Eco & Fin Mgt Inst* substantial additional resourcesat aid donor meet-
Ghana SA Inst Sppt* ings. Better screening criteria have been intro-

Guinea Eco Mgt Sppt 11* duced. Many egregiously bad projects have been
Guinea Bissau SAL eliminated. The composition of the PIPs has im-
Guyana SAL II proved and the PIPs more closely match imple-
Guyana TAL III* mentation capacity in many of the countries con-
Haiti TAL cerned. In general, there is a sound basis for the
Honduras SAL II Bank's urging that PIPs be comprehensive, and it
Laos SAL
Malawi ID should continue to do so, particularly for off-
Mali SAL budget items and aid-financed spending that take
Morocco SAL place outside the government's financial system.
Morocco Pub Admin Sppt But several problems persist:
Mozambique Rehab III * PIPs have been scaled back, but there are still
Nepal SAL
Papua New Guinea SAL too many projects. This is partly because govern-
Philippines Eco Recov TA ments are reluctant to drop projects and partly
Poland SAL because of aid's 'soft-budget" effect: line depart-
SaoioSA II ments put forward many projects in hopes of
Principe SAL II attracting donor support, while down-playing or

Senegal SAL III & IV
Senegal Development Mgt ignoring longer-term issues of financial sustain-
Sri Lanka Eco Restruct ability. In countries where the rapid growth of the
Tanzania Indus Rehab & Trde government payroll has squeezed non-wage op-
Tunisia SAL erating costs, aid projects are often a substitute
Uganda ERP II budget, and line ministries are reluctant to reduce
Uruguay SAL I & 11
Uruguay TAL 1* & 11* the number of projects in the PIP lest they dimin-
Venezuela Pre-invest & ID ish their prospects of attracting aid. All this points
Zaire SAL to the need to strengthen aid management capac-
Zaire Eco & Fin Mgt Inst* ity in the recipient governments and to instill

more discipline among the donors. Improving aid
management depends on better project documen-
tation and programming and closely linking
mechanisms for aid coordination with the budget
function. Disciplining donors is a matter of coor-
dination through such formal gatherings as con-
sultative group meetings and through informal
contacts between the Bank and other donors -

and some progress has been evident on these
fronts.

program of key projects, those considered crucial . The screening criteria recommended by the
to economic recovery. The idea is to assure these Bank have usually been successful in eliminating
projects of prompt counterpart funding and to indifferent and bad projects. Now there is a need
protect them from general budget cutbacks. To to move upstream in the project generation cycle.
ensure a link between the PIP and the annual Some projects can be screened by economic analy-
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sis but many cannot, given the limited number of
skilled technical staff. Moreover, it is seldom Box 1.1 Restoring public expenditures
possible to compare rates of return across sectors. in Ghana
Thus, there is no scientific methodology for deriv-
ing an optimum PIP. The pragmatic solution is to Ghana's Economic Recovery Program (ERP) was launched
enhance capability for preparing sector strategies, in 1983, with Fund and IDA support which continues to
to clarify sectoral resource envelopes, to develop this day. In addition to macroeconomic stabilization

measures and programs to rehabilitate key sectors of thean institutional memory of successful approaches, economy, major initiatives were launched to strengthen
and to strengthen policy analysis. 3 public finances and their management.

* In some countries, the project cycle has lost High on the agenda was reviving domestic revenues,
definition; in some others, it was never firmly which amounted to less than 7 percent of GDP in 1983.
rooted. Insomecountriesdonorsdominateproject Over the next four years this was raised to 16 percent.
formulation, leading to problems of project scale This was accomplished by reorganizing the customs and
anddesignconsistency. Whereprojectsarefunded income tax departments into a separate commission ex-
from local resources, the documentation needed empted from civil service regulations and pay scales; by

encouraging greater cost recovery by departments; and
to calculate costs and benefits is often absent. by changes in the tax structure that broadened the tax

* Structural adjustment programs have been base and made it more responsive to growth in output -

effective in cutting expenditures. They have been which, in turn, was stimulatedbymacroeconomic reform
less successful in helping countries design invest- and larger aid flows.
ment programs suitable for their long-term needs. Next, public investment was reshaped by a task force
More work needs to be done developing and that prepared Ghana's first rolling PIP in 1986. Objective
applying methods to improve inter- and screeningcriteriawereestablishedand thePIP wasscaled

down to a core program of about 100 projects consistent
intrasectoral allocation criteria and programming. with Ghana's implementation capacity. The core group

a Core programs have been useful (see box 1. 1, emphasized rehabilitation rather than new projects. In
"Restoring public expenditures in Ghana"). They 1987 an inner "supercore" program was identified, com-
push governments to prioritize expenditures and prising some 29 projects of special importance. These
to devise more effective mechanisms for channel- were to be protected in budget implementation.
ing domestic counterpart resources to important Restructuring the recurrent budget was tackded first,
aid-fing nced projects. This improves aid manage- by containing the wage bill and implementing a programaid-financed projects. This improves aid manage- of civil service reform (see chapter on civil service reform)
ment. But not all experience is positive. In many and, second, by restoring adequate levels of O&M fund-
countries, non-core programs have remained in ingforkeysectors. Toprovidebenchmarks,aspecialtask
the PIP and competed (often successfully) for force carried out standard cost studies for three sectors:
funds. This suggests that designating a core pro- agriculture, education, and health. The results were first
gram may not be as effective as properly sizing applied in the preparation of the 1989 budget.
and prioritizing PIPs in the first place. Much remains to be done, butpublicfinancesin Ghana

* In several countries, govemnments have not have been greatly improved by these measures. Rev-
enues arenowclose to the levels that prevailed before the

taken ownership of the PIP process; they have not fiscal collapse, the PIP is both more relevant and
regularly rolled over the investment program (this implementable, and the slowjourney back to a betterpaid
tends to get done when a Consultative Group civil service and adequate operating expenditures has
meetingisimminentand donor fundsare at stake). begun.
Sometimes this is for lack of capacity but some-
times it may stem from a reluctance to make
public spending more transparent. Nonetheless, under heavy pressure. Concern about the inad-
the Bank should continue trying to strengthen equacy of O&M was one of the main reasons the
projectcycleandprojectprogrammingprocedures. Bank began to look beyond the investment pro-
But it should frame its technical recommenda- gram and to examine public spending programs
tions in light of the incentive structure facing and government budgets in their entirety. (An
budget actors. additional factor was that OED studies showed a

growing gap between estimates of returns before
Budgeting for operations and maintenance and after project completion.) These are addi-

tional reasons the Bank has moved from PIRs to
Inmost countries, government budget provisions morecomprehensivePublic Expenditure Reviews.
foroperationsandmaintenance (O&M) have come PERs reveal that problems in O&M stem from
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several sources. O&M expenditures have been a number of cases (for example, Tanzania) they
squeezedbystagnantrevenues,burdensomegov- have begun to increase recurrent budget provi-
emnment debt service, high consumer subsidies, sions for key programs. There has also been
and growing transfers to loss-making parastatals. encouraging progress on cost recovery. Govern-
Moreover, in many countries excessive growth of mentshavebeguntotacklewagebillissues,check-
publicpayrollshascausedadisproportionateshare ing the growth in payroll numbers through pay
of recurrent expenditures to be allocated to the and employment reform (see chapter on civil ser-
wage bill. Experience varies greatly among re- vice reform). But some problems remain:
gions, but where O&M allocations are seriously * Governments tackling O&M issues face two
deficient, the productivity of the public sector has problems. First, determining appropriate fund-
plummeted. In some Sub-Saharan African coun- ing levels can be time-consuming and method-
tries, effective service delivery has collapsed; par- ologically complex. Second, it is extremely diffi-
ents are reluctant to send their children to schools cult to find the resources to raise funding levels.
that lack teaching materials, alternative forms of Efforts to ascertain standard costs for typical ser-
health care have grown as government clinics vices are worthwhile because they lay bare the
have run out of drugs, and agricultural extension true costs of operating services and maintaining
serviceshavebecomemarginal. Inadequate spend- public assets. Governments are then in a better
ing on O&M has also caused an alarming deterio- position to recognize and evaluate the necessary
ration of infrastructure assets, imposing high eco- tradeoffs.
nomic costs on road users, for example, and creat- * In a growing number of countries (predomi-
ing a major obstacle to economic recovery. nantly in Africa, but also in such low-income

TheBankhasrespondedinseveralways. Ithas Asian countries as Nepal), donors have begun
investigated the O&M problem through public financing recurrent costs in their projects. This
expenditure reviews and sector economic studies. enables key social and economic programs to be
These have drawn attention to the heavy eco- maintained and is consistent with the fact that
nomic and social costs of underprovision. More many countries experience the highest returns
pointedly, the Bank has helped governments in from operating services more efficiently, rather
selected countries (for example, Ghana, Kenya, than by adding to capacity. Recurrent cost financ-
and Tanzania) to undertake standard cost studies. ing is seen by the Bank and other donors as a
These establish benchmarks that guide depart- temporary expedient, until public finances over-
ments in restoring provisions for O&M to justified all are strengthened. If deemed essential, it needs
levels. to take place in a framework of fiscal adjustment

In several cases - in Bangladesh, Indonesia, that involves revenue strengthening and mea-
and Papua New Guinea, for example - the Bank sures to rationalize spending. The emphasis must
has encouraged the adoption of O&M strategies be on mobilization of domestic resources.
forspecific sectors suchas roads, education, health, * Few countries so far have made progress
andagriculture. Throughreformoftheparastatal preparing medium-term expenditure plans
sector, it has sought improvements in utility pric- (MTEPs) and using them to guide annual budget
ing policies and the commercialization or privat- making. IDA countries that have prepared Policy
ization of public enterprises. It has also encour- Framework Papers (PFPs) have the rudiments of
aged governments to review the pricing policies an MTEP in the form of targets for revenues,
of the services they provide directly, to improve expenditures, and the fiscal balance. Govern-
cost recovery. With the Bank's encouragement, ments need to flesh these out with projections and
some governments have begun to contract out targets for the main components of expenditures.
such services as road maintenance to the private Developing countries that have cast their annual
sector. The scope for expanding this approach is budgets in a medium-term framework for a num-
considerable. Finally, the Bank hasbegunincreas- ber of years include Botswana and Kenya.
ingly to suggest that governments prepare some * Bank reviews of public spending programs
form of medium-term expenditure plan (MTEP), have proved costly in staff resources, as they must
and use it to explore tradeoffs and to examine the be repeated at regular intervals to ensure that
financial implications of alternative policies. expenditure programs remain relevant and that

There are grounds forcautiousoptimism. Gov- programs are effectively implemented. But the
emments are now more aware of O&M issues. In Bank has learned that, as with investment pro-
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grams, it is necessary to look not just at O&M ticularly important in countries dependent on a
allocations, but at public spending as a whole: at few key exports, where unanticipated fluctua-
the balance between such major components as tions in export earnings would severely disrupt
the wage bill, debt, transfers and subsidies, and planned revenue flows. Governments can also
military expenditures as well as development improve the budget's macroeconomic framework
projects and their O&M. This is particularly true by improving debt management. A number of
if the Bank is endorsing the public expenditure special debt units have been created in central
program on behalf of other donors who are banks and finance ministries. The resulting infor-
cofinancing adjustment. mation flows have allowed governments to re-

structure their debt liabilities favorably. The coun-
Strengthening the budget process tries most successful at building debt manage-

ment capabilities have been in Latin America,
Budget processes work poorly in too many devel- Europe, the Middle East, and North Africa
oping countries. This reflects weak technical ca- (EMENA). African countries greatly need to im-
pacity and deficiencies in the determination and prove their information systems and debt man-
application of basic budget systems. In acute agement capabilities.
cases of administrative collapse, governments are It is also essential that developing countries
totally unable to produce published budgets. The improve revenue projections and collection. To
budget then takes the form of a set of constantly this end, the Bank is focusing increasingly on the
adjusted tables known only to the finance minis- administration of tax systems, especially in Latin
try, the IMF, and the Bank. The only part of the America. Countries are increasing tax revenues
budget revealed to the spending ministries is the by reforming tax and duty structures and improv-
monthly release of funds. This lack of transpar- ing the administration of tax and customs offices.
ency inhibits accountability, and is clearly linked They are installing more systematic and transpar-
to poor governance. In a great many countries the ent assessment and collection procedures, provid-
budget is published, but late. In most borrower ing better training, offering pay or special incen-
countries, the budget is made as if only a single tives to revenue staff (both to motivate output and
year mattered - despite the multiyear spending to reduce the likelihood of corruption), and, in
implications of many programs. some countries, contracting out specialized rev-

Budget implementation also poses problems. enue collection activities to private agencies. (In-
Actual expenditures, especially their results, of- donesia has had dramatic success contracting cus-
ten differ greatly from budgeted intentions. Fi- toms collection out to a private agency.)
nance ministries typically see this as a symptom Many countries have kept traditional budget
that line departments have weak control of spend- structures, with an emphasis on inputs. This
ing and program management. Line departments facilitates control of costs but fosters "incremen-
blame cumbersome procedures for getting funds talism": budget makers tend to concentrate on
released and for cutbacks imposed unilaterally minor adjustments to last year's figures instead of
during the year; uncertainty about the availability improving the efficiency with which resources are
of resources makes it difficult to manage pro- used and outputs achieved. In countries which
grams and projects effectively. Many countries underwent an earlier wave of budget reform,
need to strengthen budget preparation and execu- budget structures were changed to a "program"
tion, from finance ministries, down through line basis, stressing a clearer definition of goals and
ministries to operating departments. Fiscal crises monitorable measurements of achievement. But
in many countries have drastically centralized the setting of objectives and performance review
budget management. Ways are now being sought have mostly lapsed, if they ever operated satisfac-
to shift the details of financial management back torily in the first place. Many budget classification
to the line departments, while leaving the over- systems - traditional or revised - have become
sight function with the budget department and outdated. Published budgets often combine ex-
finance ministry. cessive detail and large single line transfers (to

To strengthen the management of public ex- public enterprises or the military, for example).
penditures, the Bank has emphasized the impor- All this makes it difficult to understand the
tance of building a strong macroeconomic analy- purpose of expenditures. Substantial government
sis and economic forecasting ability. This is par- spending takes place outside the budget, compli-
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cating financial management and undermining planning of expenditures. Distressed countries
stabilization - particularly of aid-financed ex- such as Ghana and Uganda have improved their
penditures especially where payments are made ability to make and implement budgets. Budget
directly to a contractor or supplier or where goods laws have been revised and earmarking mecha-
are provided in kind. As a result, budgets often nisms reduced in a number of Latin American
fail to reflect the full value of spending on projects countries, Colombia among them. This makes the
and programs, which hinders its scrutiny by the budget more transparent so it is easier to imple-
legislature or reviewing agencies. ment fiscal policy. Budget classification systems

Where budget processes are specified by law have been redesigned as part of accounting re-
rather than by Treasury regulations (as in Latin form, consistent with the IMF's Manual of Govern-
America), legislatures - seeking to bind govern- ment Financial Statistics. Partial and modest re-
ment - often encumber budget systems with forms have succeeded. Sweeping efforts at bud-
excessive and contradictory legislation, under- get reform have been disappointing. The attempt
mining both fiscal stabilization and control of to introduce performance budgeting in Jamaica
spending. Inflexible budgets cannot respond to was abandoned for a more modest agenda of
intended changes in the role of the state. improving budget procedures. Nepal has ad-

Inadequate accounting systems are a common justed its existing system, tempering hopes for a
weakness. In many borrower countries govern- radical restructuring of the budget system. In
mentaccountsareprepared lateandcontainmany Ecuador and other countries, reforms have only
errors and omissions. Departmental managers recently been initiated so it is too soon to judge
cannot control spending and the finance ministry results.
cannot monitor implementation of the budget. Progress has been slow on budget implementa-
This frustrates auditing, further undermining fi- tion. Weak control of spending and project delays
nancial accountability. for lack of counterpart funding persist. The Bank's

The Bank has no general prescription for bud- efforts to strengthen government accounting ca-
get reform (such as the PIP for investment pro- pabilitiesand toimprovepublic expenditureplan-
gramming). In countries such as Kenya, the Bank ning, through better project programming and a
has supported strengthening the existing budget concentration on core programs - both recurrent
system. In countries where the existing system and capital - have helped. In Latin America,
was judged too weak for renovation, more funda- Bank staff have helped govemments prepare and
mental reform has been attempted, often based on implement reform of financial management, no-
variants of program budgeting. In Latin America tably in Bolivia, but also in Brazil and Mexico.
the focus has been to revise budget laws and Corruption - a term that embraces many
eliminate the revenue-earmarking mechanisms shades of what economists term "rent-taking" -

that have made Latin American budgets so un- remains aproblem in many countries. Corruption
wieldy. All of these reforms have been comple- contributes to poor project choices and raises the
mented by institutional strengthening of budget cost of implementing them. It increases transac-
preparation and analysis units, through training, tion costs for the private sector and harms the
technical assistance, and the provision of comput- investment climate. (Corruption in the govern-
ers and ancillary equipment. These are provided, ment is a "two-way street" in which private firms,
typically, through Bank-financed public sector foreign and domestic, participate.) It saps morale
management technical assistance projects. In a in the civil service, engenders deep cynicism about
growing number of countries (Indonesia and government policies in the rest of society, and
Madagascar, for example), the Bank has supported generally undermines the government. Had gov-
the reform, rehabilitation, and development of ernments remained small, as was true when cor-
government accounting systems and is now turn- ruption was endemic in the now industrialized
ing its attention to audit capabilities. In other countries, the costs of corruption might be viewed
countries Bank staff have cooperated closely with as more tolerable. But governments in developing
their colleagues in the International Monetary countries undertake almost the same range of
Fund to identify weak points in the budget system activities as those in industrialized countries, so
and to devise remedies for them. the effects of corruption are seen as profoundly

The results of these initiatives are encouraging. damaging. In the short run, considering only
Significant improvements have been made in the public spending, the Bank can exert some influ-
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ence by: promoting procurement reform, encour- ity of funding for key government programs such
aging more transparentbudgeting, strengthening as agricultural research and road maintenance.
accounting and auditing capabilities, and sup- Moreover, the issues of earnarking and cost re-
porting civil service reform. covery are linked, for legal and administrative

The lessons of this experience are several: reasons. Some legislatures provide for earmark-
s Introducing totally new budget systems is ing; others forbid it and require that all revenues

difficult and disruptive and new systems cost be paid into a general fund. The Bank needs to
more in staff time to operate than traditional sys- consider more fully the institutional and financial
tems do. Despite the conceptual appeal of pro- management implications of earmarking.4

gram, performance, or zero-based budgeting, they * Budget implementation is likely to remain a
are ill-suited for countries in the midst of structural problem area for many years to come. On the
adjustment and facing severe capacity constraints. Bank's side there is a need to increase staff's

* Current concerns about governance and the knowledge of how the mechanics of the budget
current emphasis on more "openness" in govern- operate before recommending procedural im-
ment business point toward changes in the way provements. Governments, for their part, need to
budget documents are presented. In recent years attach greater importance to the financial man-
OECD governments have greatly simplified bud- agement of budgeted programs by line ministries.
get documents presented to their legislatures,
making them more readable and attaching clear Conclusions
explanatory texts and summary tables. There is
great scope for extending this approach to devel- The Bank became involved in public expenditure
oping countries, as Bank staff have already recom- management out of concern, first, about the size
mended for Kenya. and content of the public investment program,

* Good accounting is vital for effective budget- then about the adequacy of O&M provisions in
ing and financial management. The Bank's in- recurrent budgets, then out of interest in the bud-
creasing support in this area, which can involve get process itself and its institutional underpin-
costly consultancy inputs and computerization, is nings. In this progression, the Bank's approach
a logical and necessary extension of the Bank's has deepened in light of perceptions gained and
work in other areas of public expenditure man- lessons learned. This will continue. Three topics
agement. It is also a relatively new area for the are likely to grow in importance: policy analysis
Bank, one in which few staff have specialized and sector strategies for medium-term expendi-
knowledge. This makes the Bank heavily depen- ture planning; aid planning; and accountability.
dent on consultants for diagnosis and the design
and supervision of projects. Policyanalysis and sector strategies linked to medium-

* Overlooked by donors for many years, the term expenditure planning. Traditional approaches
audit function in governments is now receiving to economic planning - centered on target-ori-
increased attention inBank adjustinent programs. ented, needs-based five-year plans - have been
In some cases this involves strengthening the gov- discredited. But a strong need remains to build up
ernment auditor's ability to carry out the office's capabilities for policy analysis, for preparing sec-
traditional functions. In others, audit staff are tor strategies, and for macroeconomic analysis in
being trained to perform "value-for-money" or support of medium-term expenditure planning.
performance audits, to improve the efficiency and (This is particularly true in low-income countries.)
effectiveness of government spending. In addi- MTEPs themselves - if realistically prepared,
tion, internal auditing capacity is being reinforced and if applied with commitment and determina-
in larger ministries and departments. tion-areapowerful tool forilluminatingtradeoffs

* Strictly speaking, earmarking is a revenue and testing different allocation strategies. Their
issue but it has major implications for expenditure proper use would allow budgets to be reshaped in
management. In Latin America and in countries line with changes in the role of governments.
such as Turkey the Bank's advice has been to
reduce earmarking, but in a number of African Aid management. Some 23 countries - all but two
countries(forexample,Cameroon,Ghana,Guinea, low income - now receive aid flows of more than
Kenya, and Uganda), Bank staff have found them- 10 percent of GDP. This effectively finances most
selves considering earnarking to ensure continu- of the development budget and, increasingly, a
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significant portion of the recurrent budget as well. how budgets are implemented is often quite dif-
External assistance has had many positive results, ferent from what was originally intended. There
but it has also militated against the host govern- is substantial unauthorized switching of funds
ment perceiving itself as the owner of reform between programs and between categories of ex-
programs in general, and the public expenditure penditures. Some resources leak outside the bud-
strategy in particular. To counteract this, more get; and other funds entirely outside the budget
attention will have to be paid to building up aid are improperly used to influence government ac-
management capability in low-income countries, tions. Large-scale corruption has probably been
specifically to deal with the "soft budget" effects somewhat checked by the reduced availability of
of aid. The Bank might play a more active role in commerciallending to thepublic sector,but "petty"
serving as the focal point for the coordination of corruption has shown signs of increasing, particu-
external donor efforts. larly in countries where civil service pay scales

have become unrealistically low. Dependence on
Accountability., In many countries governments illegal rents has become a factor in bureaucratic
operateatverylowlevelsofefficiency,consuming resistance to economic reforms. Thus, there is a
many resources to produce limited output. And need for reform on several fronts.
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2
Civil service reform

Summary: All aspects of civil service reform should go when government had been the main source of
further in most countries. Reform to date has been non-agricultural employment. The problem was
insufficiently ambitious and forceful to bring about the particularly acute in the poorest and least devel-
degree of change and savings needed. Deeper cuts oped countries, many of them in Sub-Saharan
should bemadein numbers of employees and wage bills; Africa. But recognition of the problem's impor-
but far more effort also has to go into medium-term tance has been increasing elsewhere, particularly
measures that increase the competence and effective- in Latin America. A growing share of government
ness of existing personnel and agencies. revenues in many countries was being absorbed

by public sector wages and salaries, often at the
The challenge expense of critical operating funds. At the same

time, mounting evidence of government ineffi-
Civil services in many developing countries are ciency was reflected in weak policymaking, per-
larger than the countries need, more costly than vasive delays in making decisions and imple-
they can afford, and less effective and productive menting projects, the deterioration of public infra-
than they should be. In some acutely distressed structure, the poor quality of public services, high
low-income countries, the civil service contains transactioncosts,andwidespreadcorruption. The
many who are superfluous and none who are paid challenge facing the Bank was nothingless than to
well; and the organizations in which they labor assist in the "redimensioning" of the state and to
tend to be ill-equipped and poorly structured. help the affected borrower countries manage less,
Adopting the best macroeconomic and sectoral but manage better.
policies means little unless the public sector can The Bank has approached civil service reform
implement, enforce, and regulate them. Instilling from two complementary perspectives: short-
or reinforcing this capability starts with civil ser- term cost-containmentmeasures aimed at reform-
vice reform. ing public pay and employment systems and me-

Before 1980, the World Bank claimed no exper- dium-term programs to build institutional sup-
tise in civil service reform. The issue was per- port for cost-containment and to strengthen the
ceived as remote from traditional Bank concerns government's ability to manage the civil service.6

and internal pressures to address the question Cost-containment measures have been associated
were muted. In the face of persistent recession mainly with adjustment operations. Medium-
and enduring fiscal crisis, however, it became term goals have been taken up in "development
evident that many developing economies could management" projects. Experience has shown
no longer afford to maintain the large bureaucra- these to be equally important, interrelated re-
cies built up during the two previous decades, forms: stopping the hemorrhage of resources is
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essential, but it is only the first step in a long needed to conduct government business. Solving
process of restoring the public service to produc- the problem of surplus government employment
tive health. is key both to restoring order in civil service man-

Government pay and employment reform has powermanagement and to easingintolerable bud-
focused on the following four problems: getary burdens. The question is how best to

* Excessive public sector wage bills, measured reduce staffs. The Bank has supported a variety of
both by the ratio of personnel expenditures to techniques for downsizing. (Table 2.1 and figures
government revenues or total expenditures and 2.1 through 2.3 give an overview of approaches
by the degree to which nonpersonnel recurrent used in Bank civil service reform operations.)
expenditures are crowded out by wages. Because many government payroll offices lack

* Surplus7 civil service staff, with "surplus" information, the first step is often to establish
defined by a range of measures and ratios, includ- reliable base-line information about who is em-
ing the number of civil servants in relation to the ployed, and where, in government. Bank opera-
number of participants in the modem sector labor tions have often cleaned up the personnel infor-
force, and by operating budgets too low to sup- mation management system, by executing a civil
port the current number of employees. service census and then verifying and computer-

* Salary erosion, that is, declines in wages that izing the payroll mechanisms. These measures
reflect not only the high level of inflation in many quantify the often large ranks of temporary staff,
countries but also the tradeoff between expanded provide information leading to enforcement of
employment and lower average pay, and the pro- the statutory retirement age, and most important,
liferation of non-wage benefits to mitigate the fall regularize civil service employment by eliminat-
in real pay. ing "ghost" workers (salaries being paid to work-

* Wage compression, meaning low ratios be- ers who have died, retired, or never existed).
tween the highest and lowest civil servant sala- The application of census techniques to remove
ries, making it difficult to attract and retain quali- ghosts significantly reduced employment in a
fied staff. number of countries, including Ghana, Guinea,

The medium-term reforms try to deal with lar- and Uganda. Experience suggests that civil ser-
ger issues: the breakdown in morale and produc- vice censuses are more likely to be successfully
tivity in the civil service, poor management skills, implemented when their design is simple, when
the absence of career development and merit- they are carried out with external technical assis-
based promotion mechanisms, and the lack of tance (which helps to minimize charges of favor-
modem, routine systems of establishment control. itism and corruption), and when they are linked

from the outset to an established system of man-
The World Bank's response power control.

Recruitment freezes have also been used in a
The Bank started lending operations to address number of Bank operations - for example, in the
these problems in the early 1980s. Activity spread Central African Republic, Costa Rica, Gabon, Sene-
rapidly; to date, civil service reform has been a gal, and Sri Lanka. Recruitment freezes aim to put
feature of 76 projects, including 52 adjustment a brake on personnel expansion and to change job
operations and 24 technical assistance loans. Two- expectations of future school and university gradu-
thirds of these programs have been undertaken in ates. Freezes have generally succeeded in slowing
Sub-Saharan Africa, where the magnitude and or stopping growth in numbers.
intensity of the issue is clearly greatest. But Latin Enforcement of retirement age, and early and
American countries also are reforming civil ser- voluntary retirement programs, have been fea-
vicepractices. Indeed,thelargestBank-supported tured in nearly 20 civil service operations, mainly
civil service reform operation was launched in in Sub-Saharan Africa, as well as in Laos and Sri
Argentina, where a comprehensive reorganiza- Lanka. In Guinea and a few other countries, strict
tion program, including a planned reduction in enforcement of the stipulated retirement age
central government staff of 130,000 positions, is achieved significant reductions. Early departure
getting under way. programs naturally target civil servants within a

few years of normal retirement age. The net
Employment reform. There are often far more pub- present value of the savings stream resulting from
lic personnel in Bank borrower countries than are these efforts is low; major savings come about
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only with the removal of younger workers. More- Pay reform. Not all cost-containment measures
over, early retirement may cost governments their have focused on reducing employment. Restrain-
most experienced personnel, an especially acute ing the total wage bill and removing distortions in
problem in countries where this cohort may be the the structure of remuneration have also been im-
last one to remember earlier, more productive portant goals of Bank civil service reform. Before
practices. Voluntary retirement programs risk the the Bank became involved in government pay
departure of the best and the brightest; and at- issues, the most direct route to wage bill restraint
tracting enough employees may entail - widely used in International Monetary Fund
unaffordable costs. In Papua New Guinea, for programs - was through wage freezes. These
example, departure compensation packages aver- either held wages constant (in current or real
age about 2.5 years salary, and add up to far more terms), set a ceiling on the wage bill, or required
thanthe governmentcantolerate. Butincountries that personnel expenditures not surpass a par-
such as Uganda, where salaries had fallen to very ticular ratio - for example, a percentage of gov-
low levels, the fiscal impact of apparently gener- emient expenditures. Although wage freezes
ous severance packages seems bearable. continue to be applied through adjustment opera-

These mechanisms have the advantage of be- tions, the Bank has also begun to push for reviews
ing politically palatable, and are useful supple- and restructuring of government wage policy,
ments to direct dismissal, but the money saved aimed at rationalizing the structure of public re-
and numbers reduced by these measures tend to muneration within a limited wage bill.
be small. Only outright retrenchment substan- In many countries, rationalizing the structure
tially reduces civil service numbers, but this more of remuneration means reducing the proportion
direct measure is thought to entail political risks. of non-wage benefits and allowances in the remu-
Still, retrenchment is taking place in various coun- neration package, by monetizing all forms of com-
tries through Bank operations (see table 2.1 for pensation or by cutting fringe benefits - or both.
preliminary data on results of employment reduc- Fringe benefits had often proliferated to compen-
tion mechanisms). In addition, the Argentine sate for eroded salaries. Getting rid of them is
effort mentioned above shows promise; this pro- difficult without increases inbase pay. Moreover,
graminvolvedlengthyandcomprehensiveprepa- systematic information on non-wage benefits is
ration using functional review techniques, and hard to assemble; this constrains monetization.
the construction of a severance and income main- (An outline of the various non-wage payments
tenance program. available to civil servants in Senegal ran to more

Experience indicates that retrenchment is fa- than ten pages, without going into details about
cilitated by: functional reviews to determine the any one mechanism.) Remuneration reforms have
correct number and type of employees to accom- sought to reduce pay inequities across the public
plish defined organizational objectives; and sev- sector generally - between central, parastatal,
erance packages to mitigate the political ill effects and local government entities, for example. Ratio-
of retrenchment and to give transitional resources nalization has also meant simplification of the
to workers adjusting to job markets in the private salary grid, and regrading the salaries of critical
sector. Such mechanismshavebeen able to ensure staff.
smooth transitions to private sector employment Another important reform has been decom-
in a good number of cases. A Bank study of pression of the wage structure. Pay erosion and
retrenchment in public sector transport compa- severe wage compression between the top and
nies indicates that substantial severance packages bottom levels of the civil service are common,
are the single most important factor in implement- especially in the least developed countries. A
ing a staff reduction program.8 Another encour- common result is the flight of professionals from
aging sign is that absorption of dismissed govern- the higher echelons of government service, reach-
ment workers into the agricultural and informal ing dramatic proportions in some African coun-
sectors has been less difficult than might have tries. In Ghana, for example, civil service wage
been anticipated, especially in Africa. Indeed, the compression dipped as low as 2.5 to 1 in the initial
political repercussions of retrenchment programs stages of its economic recovery program, crip-
have been minimal so far. No regime has been pling the government's capacity to staff its key
directly destabilized becauseof retrenchment, and policy positions. Compression and erosion also
organized protest to staffing cuts has been weaker breed moonlighting, absenteeism, low morale,
than expected.9 and corruption.
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Table 2.1 Employment reduction mechanisms for selected countries, 1981-90

Ghost Enforced/early Voluntary Retrenchment Retrenchment Other
Country removal retirement departure (regular stafp (temporary staff) mechanisms Total

Cameroon 5,830 b 5,000 .. .. 10,830
CAR 2 ,9 5 0 b 1,200 350-400 .. 4,500-4,550
Congo .. .. .. 2,848 C 2,848
The Gambia .. .. .. 919 2,871 .. 3,790
Ghana I 1;000 d 4,235 e 44,375 e .. 48,610
Guinea 1,091 f 10,236 1,744 .. .. 25,793 S 38,864
Guinea Bissau 800 d 945 1,960 921 3,826
Laos .. .. 16,890 .. .. 16,890
Mali .. .. 600 .. .. 600
Papua New Guinea .. .. .. 2,300 .. .. 2,300
Sao Tome & Principe .. .. 4 294 h 298
Senegal 497 747 1,283 .. .. .. 2,527
Sri Lanka .. 30,000 i .. .. .. 12,000 c 12,000

Uganda 2 0 ,0 0 0 k . . . .. 20,000

a. Gross figures not adjusted for new recruitment and attrition.
b. Elimination of ghosts and double payments.
c. Attrition through hiring freeze.
d. Refers only to ghosts identified. Their removal has not been verified in technical analysis.
e. Incdudes staff in district assemblies and the education services.
f. Ghosts in Guinea Conakry. A second census in 198990 identified a large number of additional ghosts.
g. Of this figure, 10,810 officials were assigned to a personnel bank and placed on administrative leave, and 14,983 were
removed from civil service rolls through parastatal liquidations and the transfer of employees of mining joint ventures to
company rolls. Whether all of those placed on administrative leave have left the service or not remains unclear.
h. An undetermined but small portion of these may be regular staff.
i. An additional 2,123 officials have applied for voluntary departure or early retirement.
j. Officials who have opted for early retirement and are scheduled to leave the cvil service by 1/31/91.
k. Estimate based on savings from ghost removal exercise divided by average civil service wages.
Source: World Bank data.

Where higherlevel staff salarieshave longbeen vance or completion of emergency surgery, many
severely eroded, Bank and other donor programs governments- with Bank support -havebegun
often used salary supplements for professional to focus on longer-term issues. This shift in em-
employees - as an ad hoc project-related mea- phasis stems from the realization by both borrow-
sure - well before civil service reform was ad- ers and Bank staff that the short-term, cost-cutting
dressed as a separate topic. This was done exten- measures were insufficient to bring the services to
sively in programs in Bolivia, Guinea Bissau, a satisfactory standard of performance. So, since
Mozambique, Niger, and Uganda, for example. 1981,24 operations in21 countries-most but not
Such "topping up" of civil service salaries allows all of them in Africa - have begun to address
individual projects to attract the professionals medium-term issues of civil service management.
needed. But it defeats deeper, structural pay The longer view looks beyond cost containment to
reform, and it tends to create an artificial alterna- concentrate on detailed, slower-paced reforms
tive labor market in which wage levels can esca- aimed at making government administrations
lateoutofcontrol. AnextremeexampleisMozam- more efficient and effective.
bique, where salaries on donor-financed projects This type of reform has been launched in a
outstrip standard civil service pay levels by huge relatively recent series of development manage-
multiples. The Bank has officially decided to ment projects in several West African countries,
discontinue its topping-up practices in that coun- for example, and in Argentina, Bolivia, Sri Lanka,
try. and Yemen. These projects involve a common set

of activities. Because reporting and record sys-
Longer-term reform incivilservicemanagement. Short- tems are so weak, data collection has come first,
term efforts have thus been made to correct glar- with efforts to determine the number, personal
ing and burdensome distortions in government characteristics, skills, years of service, and pay of
pay and employment practices. In the recent past, personnel in the existing civil service. (These data
such efforts dominated the Bank's operational collection efforts differ from the earlier one-time
agenda in civil service reform. But with the ad- "snapshots" of employees, being instead a more
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Figure 2.1 Bank-supported civil service reform Competence testing is an appealing idea in
operations, by region and lending instrument, principle, but has rarely been tried. Guinea is one
1981-90 country that instituted such testing, with Bank
Number of operations advice and UNDP assistance. Between 1986 and
50 -47 1989, it examined 23,000 civil servants to ascertain

Technical Assistance Loans that they had a modicum of knowledge of the
40 _Structural Adjustment Loans occupation to which they were assigned. Of these,
40 ...... 53 percent passed, 21 percent failed and were

placed in a "retrenchment pool," and 26 percent
30 ............................................................---- were told they would be retrained and reassigned.

The process was expensive. Many placed in the
20 . ................... ................ ...... retrenchment pool are still on the payroll years

15 after failing the test; many claimed that the test
10 ... .was ethnically biased; and many groups of civil

6 servants have never been tested - and there are
no plans to test them. In Guinea, competence

0 Africa Latin America Asia Europe, Middle testing produced the information desired but ap-
and the East, and North propriate decisions and actions did not follow and

Caribbean Africa the process was not repeated. The instrument was
not flawed, but it was used in a difficult setting.

Note: Structural Adjustement Loans include Economic
Recovery, Rehabilitation, and Reconstruction projects. Further experimentation is warranted, but not
Technical Assistance Loans include Economic and Develop- unless the government is prepared to act on the
ment Management, Institutional Development, Public outcome. Otherwise, the testing could be counter-
Administration, and Public Sector Management operations. .
Source: Public Sector Management and Private Sector productive.
Development Division, Country Economics Department. Incentive schemes to attract skilled or retain

professional civil servants have figured in several
elaborate basis for a complete system of personnel Bank projects. In Ghana, a Skills Mobilization
files.) Eighteen Bank projects have helped build
systems for collecting, aggregating, and analyz-
ing personnel data, and have gone on to help Figure 2.2 Components of Bank-supported
rationalize and computerize the payroll mecha- civil service reform operations, 1981-90
nism. Integrating personnel data with payroll and
budget information is necessary for comprehen- Building and (28)14%
sive personnel management. It has proved cum- strengthening t

bersome administratively and institutionally be- (24)12% and freezes
cause it involves the work of many agencies: min- Studies and (28)14%
istries of finance and civil service, statistical insti- diagnostics

tutes, computation and payroll centers, and tech-
nical line ministries. But regardless of the difficul-
ties it must undertake, the civil service cannot Voluntary
improve performance without a system linking departure
personnel and financial management. and redeployment

Many Bank-sponsored reform efforts conduct (2/0Wage and salary
structure reform"functional reviews," organizational audits of se- Data collection es, (41) 21%

lected government agencies or whole sectors. MIS, and surveys,
These reviews try to determine how many people, computerization and functional

with what skills, are needed to accomplish the (18)9% reve7%s
organization's objectives. Functional reviews take
time and, as in Ghana and the Gambia, cannot Note: Numbers in parentheses refer to the number of
always produce results fast enough to inform the operations containing the corresponding reform component.
initial phases of job cutting. But in their follow-up Since most operations contain several civil service reformcomponents, the percentages refer only to the components's
support for second-round staffing cuts, they have share of the total number (194) of reform components.
proved useful in implementing - and justifying Source: Public Sector Management and Private Sector
- retrenchment policies. Development Division, Country Economics Department
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Figure 2.3 Cumulative Bank-supported civil ics, such as the complex and expensive system of
service reform operations, by region, fringe benefits and bonuses in Senegal. The pur-
FY 1981-90 pose of these studies is to be able to specify fea-

sible, essential steps for reform.
Number of operations
50 Impact of the reforms

- Africa

40 .... Latin America Questions and uncertainties remain about the
and the Caribbean Bank's success with civil service reform. The Bank
aEurope, Middle East,f and some of its borrowers differ in opinion about

..- - Asia the proper role and limits of state intervention in
economic affairs; this makes it difficult to deter-

20 mine which services and personnel are superflu-
.... * ous. Moreover, the data base on these reforms

10 . comes mainly, but not exclusively, from African
. v ............ So experience; as new operations come on line in

0 other regions, many conclusions may require re-
81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 consideration. Butexperiencetodatesuggeststhe

Fiscal year following observations about the degree and im-
Source: Public Sector Management and Private Sector pact of civil service reform.
Development Division, Country Economics Department. In most countries assisted, efforts to reduce the

wage bill and to decrease the number of civil
service employees have yielded modest, but posi-

Scheme tried to increase the use of local consult- tive results. In a few countries the total number of
ants, attract back to the public sector skilled and civil servants has declined substantially (see box
experienced people who had left government ser- 2.1, "Results of civil service reform in West Af-
vice, and reward selected civil servants above the rica"). Cutsinthepublicsector wagebill-either
normal pay scale. Peru made an effort to build an absolute or relative - have been much harder to
elite Senior Executive Service. Both efforts ran achieve. Attempts to correct distortions in the
into problems, mainly because of objections about structure of pay and employment by decompress-
special treatment of the elite staff and government ing wages and rationalizing the remuneration
reluctance to defend the notion that different skills system have had limited success. On the other
merit different rewards. In Ghana, for example, hand, growth rates for wage bills and civil service
'Special Duty Allowances" - to be given to cer- numbers - extremely high in the 1960s and 1970s
tain staff members working on adjustment-re- - have remained constant, and in a few cases
lated issues - were only partly paid, after long have declined.
delays. But to dismiss such schemes on the basis Of 15 countries undergoing Bank or IMF-spon-
of two brief and hastily arranged interventions sored civil service reform, eight registered abso-
would be unfair; the lesson to be drawn from this lute increases in their wage bill even after the
experience is that these initiatives require de- reforrns had been implemented. Those eight in-
tailed, lengthy preparation, and that governments cluded countries such as Guinea and Jamaica, in
must be convinced that the benefits of getting which reform had seemingly progressed furthest.
skilled staff outweigh the resentment their higher In five countries the wage bill declined in absolute
pay generates. terms. But all these data are sketchy and difficult

To be able to strengthen the civil service, gov- to interpret. For one thing, wage bills may in-
emments must be able to formulate and imple- crease even when numbers remain steady or fall.
ment personnel policies. Most recent Bank-spon- In Senegal, efforts to freeze numbers in the civil
sored programs support studies to help in this service succeeded for a time, but salary costs
process. They focus on salary policy, the creation continued to rise, although more slowly than in
and maintenance of personnel management in- the past, because of step and seniority increases
formation systems, general employment policy, based solely on years of service. Guinea's reform
training, and policies for career development, pro- program reduced civil service numbers by almost
motion, and performance evaluation. Some stud- a quarter, but the annual average increase in the
ies examine important but poorly understood top- wage bill was more than 16 percent, as a new regime
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view. What do these figures mean? Without the
Box 2.1 Results of civil service reform Bank's activities in this field, the costs and num-
in West Africa bers would have been significantlyhigherin many

severely strained countries.
The experiences of Ghana, Guinea, and the Gambia show Ultimately, however, civil service reform has
that civil service pay and employment reform can pro- not gone far enough. Maintaining present num-
ducesubstantialresults. Ghanainparticularhasachieved bers or slowing rates of growth is a significant
significant reductions in staff. Roughly 12,000 workers accomplishment in a few countries, but in many
were removed from the civfl service payroll in 1987,
including 4,000 who were past retirement age. Another others it is not good enough, given the dimensions
12,000 were eliminated in 1988, and 14,000 were re- of the overstaffing problem and the strain it im-
trenched in 1989. The result was a 3 percent annual poses on government finances. In this light, re-
average reduction in total civil service employment from form to date has generally not been ambitious and
1986 to 1990. Guinea achieved a reduction of more than forcefulenoughtobringabout thedegreeof change
5percent ayearfrom 1985 to 1989, startingfrom aposition needed.
of pervasive state control. This was made possible by a On the positive side, the evidence suggests that
sharp redefinition of the role of government, after a actispo ispos ible.Were pay
change of regime. In the Gambia, the percentage reduc- a more activist policy is possible. Where pay and
tions in dvil service staffing were smaller - about I employment reform programs have been carried
percent a year- but overstaffing was less acute to begin out, the political costs of implementing them have
with (12 dvil servants for every thousand people com- been lower than most governments (and donors)
pared with 23 per thousand in Ghana). had anticipated. Organized opposition to reform

Aided by rising tax revenues, Ghana and Guinea have has not destabilized regimes, and social upheaval
succeeded in substantially raising the average levels of has not occurred as a result of dismissals. Several
real remuneration since the mid-1980s. However, in
neither countryhas thereyetbeen anysignificantdecom- factors helped: private sector labor markets were
pression of wages and salaries. In the Gambia, where the able to absorb surplus government workers; the
primary objective of pay reform was to reduce budgetary government handled the reform with political
burdens, real wages actually declined; but the average skill, generating supporting coalitions and man-
wageisstillverymuchhigherasamultipleof thecountry's aging contesting groups; and in some cases wage
per capita income than in Ghana or Guinea. All three rates had fallen so low that workers did not per-
countries have made some progress in simplifying grad- ceive job loss as a great threat-they had already
ing structures and in improving procedures for perfor- . ' v v
manceappraisal. Ghanaplanstointroduceperformance- adjusted, and many were already working else-
basedpayin 1992. All three countriesusedbold initiating where.
steps to set the scene for longer-term pay and employ-
ment reform. Conclusions

These Bank-supported efforts were the first at-
tried to pay incentive wages to notoriously under- tempts ever to carry out a large, managed reduc-
paid staff. That example illustrates the difficulty tion in the size of government and at the same time
of jumping to conclusions: in Guinea, from the restructure its fundamental activities. Given the
outset, identifying and retaining the right people, magnitude and uncertainties of the problem, the
and paying them a living wage, was more impor- results have been promising. But fiscal pressures
tant a reform goal than reducing the wage bill. have not relaxed, and in some cases have become

Moreover, there is often a time lag between the even more severe, so many governments will
introduction of reform and its impact on the bud- have to consider deeper cuts. The Bank has learned
get. After pay and employment reforms were a great deal in the past decade. It is now in a better
introduced in Ghana and the Gambia, wage bills position to assist the next essential steps in the
continued to rise for a year or two, then fell back to process.
zero or negative growth rates."0 (Data on wage The less confrontational employment reduc-
decompression are incomplete; change could be tion mechanisms, such as voluntary departure
documented in only six cases. Of these, half the schemes and early retirement programs, are use-
wage structures showed decompression and half ful and politically astute. They do not reduce
showed further compression.) Only eight of the employee numbers significantly, however, so they
15 countries reviewed were clearly able to reduce should be used in conjunction with explicit dis-
government employment in the period under re- missals. Functional reviews and competence test-
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ing are also useful (or at least promising) in pro- sometimes encountered in more elaborate retrain-
viding a transparent and objective basis for cost- ing or directed credit schemes.
containmentmeasures. Theyprovidesomeassur- Topping up salaries for key government posts
ance that the reform process has been undertaken or, more broadly, widely supplementing civil ser-
fairly and equitably, and they have generally been vice salaries through donor-financed activities,
well received by governments eager to convince has long been recognized as a costly and destruc-
the citizenry that retrenchment is being applied tive alternative to across-the-board pay and in-
rationally, transparently, and equitably. centive reform. The problem is that in the short

Retraining, redeployment, credit, and public run neither hard-pressed governments nor Bank
works programs for redundant employees are operational staff have feasible alternatives at their
expensive and administratively cumbersome, but disposal. The short-run survival of a project or
they provide financial assistance to the staff af- activity often depends on salary supplements;
fected by downscaling, and valuable political as- and the wider solution is either too long in coming
sistance to the governments that must bear the or too expensive to contemplate. But the Bank is
responsibility for implementing the retrenchment increasingly recognizing (as in Mozambique) that
policies. The Bank generally avoids direct financ- existing and proposed methods of supplementing
ing of severance payments for redundant work- salaries do not provide enduring answers to the
ers, preferring to rely on less direct mechanisms, fundamental problems of civil service incentives-
such as retraining programs or credit schemes to - indeed, they ultimately weaken the likelihood of
help laid-off staff buy land or start small busi- devising a durable solution. The Bank should not
nesses. But direct severance payments to dis- support or use such mechanisms without a strat-
missed employees is simpler and lower in cost, egy for long-term structural reform in govern-
and bypasses the rent-extracting bureaucracies ment pay and employment policies.
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Public enterprises

Summary: The performance of public enterprises is money. Some that make money do so not because
generally inadequate. Experience shows that it is they are efficient and productive competitors in
possible to make improvemnents without changing own- the market, but rather because their powerful
ership. But the measures needed have proved difficult owner - the state - rigs the market and shelters
to conceive, painful to implement, and very hard to them from competition. Many that do operate
sustain. So privatization may be necessary not only to profitably yield a rate of return lower than that
foster efficiency in poorly performing public enter- generated by private operators inthe same field of
prises, but also to lock in the advances achieved under production. Many PEs in the industrial and com-
reforming public ownership. mercial sectors, created to generate revenues for

the state to invest, instead pose heavy burdens on
The challenge heavily strained government budgets.

Public enterprises (PEs) are government-owned The World Bank's response
production units designed to function ina manner
similar to a commercial corporation. By the early Poor public enterprise performance has long been
1980s they were major economic, financial, and recognized as a serious problem, and the World
sociopolitical actors in most of countries borrow- Bank has long been involved in efforts to improve
ing from the World Bank. They now dominate the their economic and financial outcomes. From the
"naturalmonopoly," social-service-providing sec- 1950s through the late 1970s, the Bank focused
tors in those countries and they are also important mainly on strengthening and restructuring- and
in industrial and commercial operations. Although in some cases creating - individual public enter-
there is great regional variation in their role, they prises in the context of sector and project lending.
accounton average for 10 to 20 percent of GDP, for The Bank's emphasis was basically technical and
15 to 20 percent of modern sector employment, financial. But many of these efforts to improve
and for one-quarter to one-third of gross fixed performance proved disappointing. Many per-
capital formation in developing countries. They formance problems were caused by factors out-
are also major borrowers in developing countries' side the managers' control - for example, politi-
domestic and international credit systems. cal interference in the day-to-day management of

In just about every developing country some the company, improper pricing, credit and labor
public enterprises (PEs) perform well, but good policies, and failure to impose a hard budget
performers are few in number. Too many PEs constraint. Dealing with these problems required
have failed to live up to the expectations of their a broadening of efforts - adding a policy and
creators and funders. Many lose rather than make administrative perspective to the engineering and
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financial focus. Recognizing this, the Bank en- the conditions and signals of a profit-maximizing
largeditsscopeofactionandadoptedasectorwide firm, operating in a competitive market.
approach to enterprise reform. Public enterprise These reforms strike at the root causes of poor
reform became a public sector management con- public enterprise performance: an overextended
cern. state, an inappropriate policy environment that

The Bank's broader approach to the reform of sends the wrong signals to enterprise managers,
public enterprises is based on the following rea- and the state's failure to properly exercise the
soning: functions of ownership. To deal with these prob-

* Manyoftheassetspresentlybeingunderused lems, the Bank has supported four specific kinds
or wasted in public enterprises - particularly in of reform."
public industrial and commercial firms produc- * Rationalizing the size and scope of the enter-
ingtradables-could be more productively placed prise sector.
in the hands of private owners. Private investor/ . Improving the mnarket and competitive envi-
managers possess the incentive to use the assets ronment in which public enterprises operate.
more efficiently. * Creating and reinforcing appropriate institu-

* The Bank recommends privatization of pub- tions through which governments can exercise
lic enterprises for which a change in ownership effective ownership of enterprises.
would produce efficiency gains and tolerable non- * Rehabilitating and restructuring viable enter-
economic losses. prises.

* Where a divested enterprise would operate in This issue of "restructuring" individual public
a competitive market, the efficiency gains are enterprises raises many important questions.
thought to be obvious, and the analysis need not When is it appropriate, who should undertake the
be extensive. But the generally poor performance task, how should it be financed, and how does a
record of PEs also means that when new activities country prevent unproductive bailouts? These
are contemplated the burden of proof should shift firm-level questions deserve answers but are not
to those favoring the public enterprise option: partof public sector managementas defined in the
unless it can be shown that there is a market failure introduction so they are not addressed in this
or that the market is not contestable, the option of paper.'2 (For the full range of Bank interventions
private ownership should be preferred. inpublic enterprise reform, see figures 3.1 through

* Still, even massive divestiture programs will 3.3.) Public enterprise reform is the most active
leave sizable public enterprise sectors, including area of World Bank involvement in the realm of
the natural monopoly social-service providers, or
certain enterprises that governments insist have Figure 3.1 Public enterprise reform operations
"strategic" significance to the state, or those firms approved as of December 1990, by region and
undergoing the sometimes lengthy process of be- lending instrument
ing prepared for sale or closure. These PEs need Number of operations

attention, often urgently, because of their inad- oo .......................... e.......................
equate production and high costs, the intolerable 92 Technical Assistance Loans

burden they place on public budgets, and the 80 Sector Adjustment Loans

obstacles their subsidies and distortions pose for Structural Adjustment Loans

the development of the private sector.
* The reform advocated by the Bank is to "com- 60

mercialize" or "corporatize" the remaining state 42

enterprises. Thismeans: subjectingPEswherever 40 _
and whenever possible to operation in a competi- 28

tive environment; imposing on them a "hard bud- 20 .....- ....... . ................ 15

get constraint" which reduces or eliminates direct
or indirect budget transfers; giving their manag- ___ _

ers the autonomy to run the firm in a businesslike ° Africa Latin America Europe Asia
manner; and seeing that those enterprises that and the MiddleEast,

cannotsurviveinthisenvironmentarebankrupted Caribbean and North

and closed. The general aim is to subject enter- Source: Public Sector Management and Private Sector
prises to as close as possible an approximation of Development Division, Country Economics Department.
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Figure 3.2 Principal components of public enterprise reform operations approved as of
December 1990

Central National
Credit and information and training

Govermment/ investment monitoring (12)9.1%
PE debts (8)143% Labor systems0)17.9% (21)15.9% ~ / Diagnostic(11)19.6% y(10) IZ9%o (1)15.9%s

Contract plans
and similar Board of
agreements directors
(24) 1829 (4)3.0%

Pricing control Review/revision

L Divestiture (12) 21% agencies of legal
(15) 26.8% (25)189% framework

(34) 25.8%

General policies ovement/public
Management and enterprise relations
finandal audits

Diagnostic (23)15.2%
studies Strengthening management

(22)14.6% through consultancy
(17)11.3%

Capital support d _ nterprise
(5) 3.3% Ei|^ > training

(17)11.3%

Recovery plans and 'ivestiture
rehabilitation programs

(33) 21.9% 

Rehabilitation of individual
I public enterprises

Note: General polices chart excludes Structrual Adjustment Loans and Sector Adjustment Loans that are not PE-specific.
Numbers in parentheses refer to the number of operations containing the corresponding reform component. Since most
operations contain several public enterprise reform components, the percentages refer only to the component's share of the total
number of reform components.
Source: Public Sector Management and Private Sector Development Division, Country Economics Department.

public sector management, comprising more than tempts to reduce the size of the public enterprise
150 interventions in 50 countries, half of them in sectorhavebeenmadeinAfrica,wheredownsizing
Sub-Saharan Africa. Moreover, enterprise reform programs- through sale, liquidation, and merger
is emerging as a major component of Bank opera- - are under way in more than 20 countries. But
tions in Latin America, in North Africa, and par- programs exist in every other region - for ex-
ticularly in Eastern Europe and other reforming ample, in Argentina, Hungary, the Philippines,
socialist economies.'3 and Tunisia. At present, the Bank group, includ-

ing the International Finance Corporation, is as-
Reforms attempted and lessons learned sisting divestiture operations in over 50 countries

worldwide. Experience reveals that countries
Rationalizingthesizeofthepublicenterprisesector. A prefer sale to closure, although liquidation has
major objective of enterprise reform has been to been extensively applied in the Mexican rational-
reduce the size of the sectorbyliquidatingcompa- ization program, and in Hungary, where literally
nies that are not viable and privatizing those that hundreds of liquidation procedures are in progress.
are likely to be better run under private owner- The accomplishment and problems of divesti-
ship. The largest number of Bank-supported at- ture are the subject of a separate Bank paper.'4
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Figure 3.3 Pricipal components of public enterprise reform in Structural Adjustment Lending,
approved as of December 1990

Improve
Increase and Scrutinize expenditures and I PE information and

liberalize borrowings/increase interest mprove et monitoring systems
prices/tariffs charges/reduce automatic management (24)123%
(44)38.6% access to (24) 12.3%it

(33) 28.9% management and
Implement action/ financial audits

recovery plans 1)87
(30)15.4%

... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Reform
employment and

Liquidation
(30) 15.4% ---- :

Liberalize L Divestiture
trade "8

(37) 32.5% (38) 19.5%

Policy-related I|nsti7tuonal
j reforms reforms I

Note.: Numbers in parentheses refer to the number of operations contining the corresponding reform component. Since most
operations contain several public enterprise reform components, the percentages refer only to the component's share of the total
numtber of reform components.
Source: Public Sector Management and Private Sector Development Division, Country Economics Department.

Suffice it to say that privatization invariably takes ing of controls on exchange rates, interest levels,
far more time to plan and especially to implement and other basic prices. Thus, the public enterprise
than originally anticipated. Even those govern- reforms supported in the framework of adjust-
ments most committed to divestiture find that the ment operations (the vast majority of them) have
process normally takes years to effect. So it seems been in conjunction with programs correcting
inevitable that public enterprise sectors will re- overvalued exchange rates, excessively low and
main large and costly and will require continuing often negative interest rates, excessive protection,
efforts to improve performance - the theme of price controls, subsidies, and other distortions.
the rest of this section. The resurgence of faith in Theefficiencyofpublicenterprisessufferswhen
the market and the resulting quest for divestiture competition is restricted - by monopoly rights,
has placed the burden of proof on those who barriers to the entry of new firms, import restric-
champion public ownership of productive assets. tions, price controls, rigid labor and wage policies,
The Bank has been a leading advocate of this privileged access to bank credit and government
reassessment process. The reduction in the total funds, and protection against bankruptcy. (Of
number of public enterprises in developing coun- course, they often benefit financially from such
tries has been modest, but these enterprises are restrictions.) The Bankhasaccordingly supported
only rarely being created. In Madagascar and a range of measures designed to expose public
several other countries, an official moratorium enterprises to greater competition. These include
has been declared on the creation of public enter- the reduction of trade barriers, price liberaliza-
prises. This in itself is a significant development. tion, and the end of monopoly rights. Experience

shows that these corrections are essential for en-
Improving the market environment. A primary les- terprise reform, but are sometimes slow to take
son of experience is that for enterprise reform tobe effect: competition-enhancing changesinMexico's
effective, the macroeconomic and sectoral policy macroeconomic framework undertaken in the
frameworks must be in order. It has been shown early 1980s, for example, only began to pay off-
that no amount of internal restructuring or modi- in terms of improved industrial public enterprise
fication of institutional arrangements can substi- performance - at the end of the decade. Where
tute for liberalization of trade policy and the lift- competition can be introduced rapidly, the results
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are usually impressive (see box 3.1, "Exposing tion of public enterprises. They merit continua-
public enterprises to competition"). tion and strengthening.

Another reason for exposing enterprises to
market forces is to allow them to raise their prices Government-public enterprise relations. Increased
and tariffs to levels that allow cost recovery. This competition and the removal of price distortions
has been a central element of reform in Bank can result in increased efficiency. But not if man-
enterprise operations in all regions. Changes in agers are forced by the government to pursue
tariffs and increased managerial autonomy on multiple and conflicting objectives, not if their
output pricing have featured prominently in most performance is not adequately monitored and
Bank-supported enterprise reforms and-where rewarded, and not if limits are imposed on their
governments have lived up to their commitment freedom to make the operating decisions nor-
to allow higher prices - have resulted in substan- mally left to managers in private firms. These
tial decreases in the budgetary burden posed by include decisions about the pricing of products in
public enterprises (for example, in Turkey). But competitive markets, thehiring and firing of work-
allowing monopoly public enterprises to raise ers, plant location, product run, and the procure-
prices does not necessarily result in efficiency ment of inputs.
gains; indeed, itisquitepossibleto improve finan- Many PE managers do not have freedom of
cial performance yet decrease efficiency. Thus, action where they should. And some have free-
introducing a hard budget constraint on enter- dom of action where they should not - for ex-
prises and installing rational pricing regimes are ample, on contracting foreign debt with an ex-
important, but the prerequisite for improving plicitorimplicitgovemmentguarantee. The Bank
performance is to expose the enterprise to compe- has therefore widely and consistently advocated
tition while removing barriers to entry and exit. reforms designed to clarify enterprise objectives,
The practice of liquidating commercial or indus- to decentralize management authority to the firm
trial public enterprises that demonstrably cannot level, and to enhance the role of the government as
compete is spreading in Sub-Saharan Africa owner and regulator. The Bank supports the
(Burundi,CentralAfricanRepublic,Malawi,Togo) substitution of ex-post for ex-ante controls, and it
and has also been a condition of loans to Hungary promotes efforts to make managers more account-
and Panama. All of these are significant steps able and to reward them on the basis of their
toward improving the market environment, cut- performance. In sum, the aims of Bank efforts in
ting costs, and improving the competitive posi- this area are to:

- Increase the autonomy of enterprise manag-
ers so as to allow them to seize opportunities

Box 3.1 Exposing public enterprises (rather than obey orders).
to competition * Increase enterprises' accountability to their

owners,byclarifyingthe legal and financial frame-
works for enterprise activities, improving finan-

The agricultural sector provides productive ground for cial reporting and management systems, and cre-
the rapid introduction of competition-enhancing mea-
sures. State agricultural marketing agencies in Ghana, ating or reinforcing oversight agencies.
Madagascar, Malawi, and a number of other African A few of the Bank's earliest interventions to
countries have been opened to competition from pri- reform public enterprises as a sector - particu-
vate traders, with generally good and quick results. In larly in Africa - had the perverse effect of both
some cases the results have been spectacular: in Niger, strengthening and increasing the number of in-
exposing a state food distribution agency to private struments of bureaucratic control, while doing
sector competition resulted rapidly in a wider range of little to promote enterprise autonomy. This came
food products being made available to consumers, at about- in Senegal, for example -as the result of
generally lower prices. This included many consumers e
previouslynotservedbythepublicagency,eventhough efforts to createstrong "focal points" to guideand
one justification for its existence had been to serve monitor enterprise performance. Such oversight
remoteanddisadvantagedregions. Mostimpressively, agencies are often justified. But experience re-
the state agency responded to this competition by cut- veals that they must be combined with increased
ting costs and improving services, and began to recap- fiscal discipline as well as efforts to strengthen
turecustomers- andearn profits-for the first time in managementdecisionmakingauthorityat the firm
its history. Here competition was the key, not owner- level. Increasingly, therefore, the emphasis in
I ship. Bank-supported programs has shifted toward loos-
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ening day-to-day sectoral ministerial control over others, the ministries of finance in Ghana, Ja-
production decisions, while reserving to govern- maica, and Morocco; ministries of state enter-
ment the few guidance functions exercised by the prises in Mali and Togo; the ministry of planning
head office ofamultidivisional private firm. These in Mauritius; the ministry of production in Paki-
are: stan; and a government holding company in Peru.

* Setting enterprise objectives. Conscious of the need to avoid expanding the
* Appointing the managing director. plethora of government organizations, the Bank
* Evaluating performance and rewarding or has tried to assist existing agencies, but in some

penalizing managers accordingly. cases it has been persuaded to support the estab-
* Approving major investmentdecisions when lishment of new supervisory institutions. Again,

they require external funds. the distinction falls along lines of income. In least
. Planning and coordinating activities involv- developed countries (Niger, Senegal, and Togo)

ing more than one unit. new oversight organizations were needed to pro-
* Doing nothing else. vide decisionmakers with information on a sector
The Bank advocates that commercial public that has escaped financial controls; in middle-

enterprises maximize profits and that (undermost income countries (Mexico, Morocco, or Thailand,
circumstances) monopolies minimize costs. Non- for example) the recommendation is usually to
commercial objectives should be minimized, if reduce the interference of existing agencies, and if
not eliminated. The assignment of noncommer- possible to reduce their number.
cial objectives to public enterprises has generally The Bank has helped devise and introducenew
had an insidious effect on the achievement of all legislation to regulate the enterprise sector in sev-
the firm's objectives - commercial and noncom- eral countries, such as Jamaica and Mexico. The
mercial alike. Where the public enterprise is the most far-reaching case (before the sweeping legal
last-resort instrument for achieving an important PE reforms now being enacted in Eastern and
or "strategic" noncommercial objective, then the Central Europe) was that of Turkey. A law en-
state as owner should quantify the costs and com- acted in 1983 laid down rules about the composi-
pensate the enterprise accordingly. These prin- tion, appointment, and power of public enterprise
ciples are enshrined in a large number of Bank boards of directors, the tenure of board members,
projects and operations, in every region. and the appointment of top managers, and al-

An urgent and fundamental task in most Afri- lowed state enterprises wider discretion in deter-
can, and now Eastern European, public firms has mining prices and making investment decisions.
been to improve basic enterprise accounting, in- As a mechanism aimed at establishing an ap-
stitute a proper system of financial auditing, and propriatebalancebetweenautonomyandaccount-
provide government oversight agencies with a ability, the Bank has widely advocated perfor-
reduced flow of higher quality information about mance agreements, or "contract plans." They seek
enterprise operations and finances. This was the to clarify government-enterprise responsibilities
main thrust of the second public enterprise opera- and obligations, specify enterprise objectives and
tion in Senegal, and it has been a prominent fea- performance criteria, and provide a sound basis
ture of the Bank's initial interventionsin anumber for planning investments. They are negotiated
of otherlow-incomecountries,including Burundi, between the government (as owner) and the en-
Congo, C6te d'Ivoire, and Ghana. At best, these terprise. With and through Bank help, they are in
institutions conceive and carry out needed re- use throughout francophone Africa, as well as in
form; at least, they provide decisionmakers with Ghana, Kenya, Morocco, Tunisia, the Gambia,
information on the performance and impact of the and - in a modified form, without Bank involve-
public enterprise sector. In countries better en- ment - in India. Their use is generally endorsed
dowedwithhumanandadministrativeresources, by both public enterprise managers and govern-
enterprise reform has introduced more sophisti- ment supervisors; all involved agree that estab-
cated performance evaluation techniques. Korea, lishing the process of enterprise-owner dialogue
Mexico, and Pakistan offer successful or highly isbeneficial. Contractplansclarifygoalsandhave
promising examples of such techniques (see be- reduced the number and weight of control mecha-
low). nisms and procedures (particularly in Morocco).

Equipping government agencies to supervise Thus, they can contribute to managerial au-
enterprises more effectively has been the main tonomy."5 They are associated with improved
purposeof technical assistanceextended to, among ability to estimate investment needs, and, in natu-
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Box 3.2 Public enterprise reform in Korea

In 1983 the Governmentof South Korea changed the wayan indicators are quantitative;40percent of the final score, and
important group of its public enterprises was managed. in some cases more, depends on qualitative judgments
This group, known as Government Invested Enterprises or made by outside experts drawn from the private sector, the
GIEs, consists of 26 companies which account for 60 percent university community, the accounting, legal, and banking
of the value added in the entire public enterprise sector; the professions, the Korean Development Institute, and the
two largest are the Telecommunications Authority and the EconomicPlanningBoard. Since the targets are based onan
Electric Power Corporation, which together control around improvement over past performance, the top-named enter-
$32billioninassetsandemploy75,OOpeople. Government prise is not necessarily the most profitable or efficient, but
controls over these enterprises were relaxed, and enterprise rather the one showing the most progress.
managers were given much greater autonomy to make The ranking of the GlEs is published in the press and has
decisions on budgets, staff appointments, and procure- become the subject of intense competition. The annual
ment. Whereas previously almost half the senior staff were incentive bonus is distributed to all staff. However, most
appointed from outside the enterprise, priority was now enterprises have introduced evaluation systems for their
given to internal appointments. Performance review tech- departments and divisions, so that the performance of each
niques were then developed as a basis for promotion on is flagged and the rest of the company knows whether it is
merit. pulling its weight.

These changes were accompanied by the introduction of Surveys have indicated strong support for the reforms
a system for evaluating overall enterprise performance. among those affected. GIE managers and government
Performance indicators and annual targets for each enter. officials consulted five years after the new system was
prise are established by outside experts and agreed upon introduced agreed that the reform has had a positive effect
with the enterprise management. These are then weighted on performance. Similar views were expressed in a 1987
and combined to produce a score which is assessed each opinion survey of 750 employees.
yearandusedtodeterminetheranklngof theenterpriseand After the introduction of the reforms there was a sharp
the annual bonus the staff will receive. Indicators are Increase in the efficiency of the affected GIEs (using shadow
designed toreflect the performance of themanagement and price calculations). The ratio of the cost of sales to total
to discount factors that are outside the management's con- revenues in constant prices declined steadily from 76 per-
trol. Allfinancialindicatorsareputintoconstantprlces,and cent in 1981-83, to 70percent in 1985, to under 68 percent in
profits are counted before deduction of interest, deprecia- 1986. Profitability of the power and telecommunications
tion, and taxes (but minus non-operating income). This authorities increased dramatically. None of the enterprises
provides a measure of "public profitability." But not al the concerned has run a loss since the introduction of the system.

ral monopoly firms, with success in obtaining rate This approach was first tried out in Korea (see box
increases. But they have exhibited a major com- 3.2, "Public enterprise reform in Korea") and then
mon failing: governments frequently ignore or adopted, with Bank support, for manufacturing
violate the financial obligations set out in the enterprises in Pakistan. It has positively affected
contract. Where this happens persistently the the motivation of enterprise managers, and has
utility of the device is called into question. In increased efficiency in both countries. It is now
short, contract plans by themselves cannot over- being installed in Mexico and the Philippines,
come the deficiencies of weak or nonexistent fi- withBanksupport. Thesystemshowsgreatprom-
nancial management systems. ise; however, it depends on a regular flow of

A second method of defining enterprise objec- reliable and up-to-date information and on rela-
tives and evaluating performance is the "signal- tively sophisticated accounting methods, making
lingsystem." Thismeasuresachievementsagainst its application in countries with weaker adminis-
agreed targetsfor profitability and otheroutcomes. trations questionable.
Public enterprise managers can then be held ac- Public enterprises in developing countries are
countable for results and rewarded accordingly. key elements in patronage systems, so overstaff-
One way the signalling system differs from per- ing is often rife, and appointments to senior man-
formance contracts in that it is an annual exercise, agement positions are often made on the basis of
with weighted performance indicators that add family and political connectionsrather than merit.
up to a composite "grade." (Weighted targets Membership on public enterprise boards of direc-
clearly signal to management the degree of prior- tors in many countries is often an overlucrative
ity attached to different objectives.) A second position. Ina few countries, ministers themselves
difference is that the staff members of the enter- chair enterprise boards, diluting the board's func-
prise are awarded a bonus based on how close tions (no one contradicts the minister) and leading
they come to achieving the agreed-upon targets. to conflicts of interest. The problem of overstaff-
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ing is being addressed in many of the Bank's portionsof their industrial public enterprise hold-
operations; there have already been massive lay- ings. The Bank can take credit for these important
offs of cocoa workers in Ghana and tin miners in reductions in overextended state sectors.
Bolivia. Governments have been reluctant to di- Assessing improvements in performance is
rectly face the overstaffing issue, but in country somewhat more difficult. It takes time to deter-
after country straitened financial conditions are mine whether an organizational and behavioral
obliging regimes to cut back on wage bills and reform has had the desired effect; itis inherentlya
personnel numbers. As with civil service reform, gradual process. It is not easy to separate the
the Bank has been helping develop social safety effects of Bank interventions from all the other
mechanisms, to provide resources and training factors that influence public enterprise perfor-
for those laid off. These efforts are now included mance, or to establish the counterfactual. But one
in every large-scale public enterprise adjustment can state that reform programs supported by the
operation; they range from retraining and credit Bank are paying dividends in improved profit-
schemes for affected workers in Senegal, to assis- ability for many public enterprises. What is the
tance in creating an unemployment benefits sys- evidence for this conclusion?
tem in Poland. A study carried outbyBankstaff in 1989 showed

A key method for decentralizing authority to that, out of a sample of 18 countries with Bank-
its most appropriate level is to change the compo- supported public enterprise reform programs,
sition and powers of enterprise boards of direc- eight registered an improvement in the financial
tors. The Bank has had only limited success deal- performance of the sector, eight at least arrested
ing with problems of patronage and political ap- further declines, and only two continued on a
pointees, but where the issue has been directly downward trend (Cote d'Ivoire and Senegal). In
attacked - for example, in Korea - the resulting Thailand, where the Bank has not lent directly for
improvements in performance have been dra- enterprise reform, but where the policies enacted
matic. In Korea, board members of public enter- followed recommendations made in Bank coun-
prises are now drawn from the private sector, try and economic sector work, the aggregate prof-
bankers, lawyers, and academics. Only two board its of nonfinancial public enterprises increased 75
members, out of at least seven, come from the civil percent (at current prices) between 1983 and 1988.
service: they represent the sectoral ministry and The group of Pakistani industrial public enter-
the ministry of finance. Giving the boards this prises using the Bank-supported "signalling sys-
kind of composition - and assigning them the temn" reported a doubling of post-tax profits after
clear prime task of promoting the enterprise's three years of use; the dramatically improved
profitability - has much improved performance. performance in Korean GIEs has already been

noted. The introduction of performance evalua-
Impact of the reforms tion systems, cost-cutting measures, and improved

managerial structures and incentives in the frame-
The overall impact of these reforms has been work of overall policy reform, have raised pro-
positive. There is now a worldwide awareness of ductivity in many PEs. Price liberalization mea-
the high costs and insufficient benefits of past sures have been effected in several dozen reform
performance patterns of public enterprises. A few programs. Improvements in investment and credit
public enterprises are still being brought into ex- policies have been noted in Congo, Ghana, Ja-
istence, but this has become a rarity, not a matter maica, Mexico, and the Philippines. Substantial
of course. Today, public enterprises play a less staff reductions have been implemented in Cote
significant economic role than they did in the past. d'lvoire, Ghana, Jamaica, Niger, Panama, and
This is partly because of the success and spread of Togo. All this adds up to positive results.
divestiture programs and partly because of cost Evidence on the budgetary impact of Bank-
reductions and performance improvements in en- supported enterprise reforms is less conclusive.
terprises that remain in state hands. Among other Some countries have registered substantial de-
examples of divestiture: the Philippines has sold clines in transfers from the government to the
a quarter of its 1985 portfolio; between 1982 and enterprises: Kenya, Mauritius, Mexico, Thailand,
1990 Mexico reduced by more than 40 percent the and Turkey, for example. But the year-to-year
number of its public enterprises; Jamaica has di- flow of funds from the Treasury to public enter-
vested US$100 million of state-owned assets, and prises and vice versa is affected by several vari-
Guinea and Togo have sold or leased significant ables unrelated to enterprise efficiency, such as
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investment needs, tax exemptions, and subsidies. public enterprise policies and are contacting the
Moreover, enterprises often have other sources of Bank, seeking guidance and assistance. This is an
finance such as borrowing from the banking sys- area of high demand.
tem. In Senegal, for example, while direct opera- The public sector management approach has
tional subsidies from the budget declined be- had its greatest impact and clearest successes in
tween 1985-86 and 1988-89, there was a large rise the field of public enterprise reform. But there is
in public enterprise overdrafts. This is a common room for improvement in the Bank's programs.
and costly occurrence: often when efforts are * The Bank is presently studying the economic
made to impose a hard budget constraint, the and financial effects of privatization on a select
financingshortfallismadeup-sometimesbriefly, sample of divested public enterprises. The infor-
sometimes for an extended period of time-from mation produced will help both borrowers and
the bankingsystem. Therefore, a major and widely Bank staff in deciding whether, when, and how to
applicable lesson of the Bank's reform experience privatize.
is that fiscal discipline cannot be imposed simply * The Bank will shortly launch a program to
by cutting direct budget allocations; there must be determine how to make performance agreements
a corresponding discipline on credit flows. or contracts more effective. The underlying idea

in these contracts - agree on what the enterprise
Conclusions is to do and on what it needs to do it - is simple,

appealing, and essential. But the positive impact
Countries that have increased the efficiency of of these devices has been less than anticipated.
their state enterprise sectors have done so by Research will try to ascertain precisely why this
increasing the responsibilities-and competence, has been so and what can be done to correct it.
and incentives - of enterprise managers and * Regionally based studies to examine the im-
boards, while shifting government supervision pact of Bank-assisted PE reforms are required,
fromcontrol of financial transactions to the stimu- and are under way in Africa and parts of Latin
lation and evaluation of results. (Sectoral minis- America and the Caribbean region.
tries have been the clearest "losers" in this pro- * The handling of redundant workers and the
cess.) A proven way to hold public enterprise effect this has on overall economic efficiency will
managers accountable is to isolate the factors that also receive further attention. Retrenchment is a
are within their control and then let them know sensitive, indeed, a potentially explosive issue.
they will be judged according to changes in these Most governments that have succeeded in
variables. The Bank has pushed for and helped downsizing enterprise labor forces have paved
implement these sorts of changes. the way by giving special attention to a social

The reform of the public enterprise sector is safety net woven of severance packages, training,
daunting because it simultaneously touches so credit schemes, and resettlement programs. But
many facets of the economy and society. Yet not these have been expensive and management-in-
all public enterprises need be dealt with at once, tensive in their own right.
and some not at all. Some can be left to fend for * Overall, the "commercialization" of public
themselves without subsidy or support. Those enterprises by subjecting them to market proxies
that cannot survive should be liquidated quickly yieldsbenefitsof improved performanceand lower
- a painful outcome, but one that is increasingly costs. But the strategy has its limits. It is highly
tolerated. dependent not simply on government's giving

Clearly,a strong political will isneeded to carry autonomy to PEs, but on its keeping that commit-
on and carry through public enterprise reform. ment over time, in a variety of conditions and
This has been very much in evidence recently in circumstances. This enduring commitment has
such countries as Bolivia, Ghana, Jamaica, Mexico, proved difficult to maintain. That is why many
Morocco, Nigeria, and Poland. Moreover, persis- governments in industrialized countries moved
tent and intense fiscal crisis is pushing a number from the reform of PEs to their sale. Privatization
of governments once resistant to public enterprise is increasingly being viewed as necessary, not
reform - among them Algeria, Argentina, and only to improve performance but also to lock in
Egypt - to undertake or contemplate far-reach- the gains achieved under reforming public own-
ing changes. A number of other countries, many ership. This important thesis will be tested in
of them previously socialist, are rethinking their upcoming Bank work.
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Methods of Bank support

Summary: Neither the recipients nor the providers of ments for promoting institutional PSM reform.
technical assistance-aprincipalinstrument of public PSM reforms evolve over a relatively lengthy
sector management reform - have been satisfied with period, unlike policy changes, which tend to be
its results. To improve its impact, the Bank should more clear-cut and can oftenbe enacted rapidly. It
develop explicit technical assistance strategies that can be argued that this lack of a fit between rapid
complement its policy reform agenda and should adapt disbursement and institutional reform is mini-
the mix of Bank instruments to the degree of govern- mal, since adjustment operations are normally
ment commitment for PSM reform. disbursed in more than two tranches, and are

usually repeated. Indeed, a number of countries
Types of lending have received between three and five consecutive

adjustment loans. In principle, this allows ample
The Bank's support of public sector management opportunity for the government and the Bank to
reform over the past decade has been linked with follow up in areas of perceived need. But the
the evolution of three types of lending: adjustment process tends to emphasize the quan-

* Structural adjustment and sectoral adjust- tifiable and the monitorable. This may have led
ment loans and credits. the Bank to stress unduly those factors that can be

* Public enterprise reconstruction loans and measured, which sometimes differs from what is
credits. most needed.

* Freestanding technical assistance loans and The dissonance between adjustment operation
credits for PSM. schedules and the longer time required for PSM

reform led Bank management, in 1984, to separate
Adjustment operations. Public sector management technical assistance (TA) from adjustment lend-
actions have been conditions in almost every ad- ing. The Bank then began to provide specific
justment operation. Adjustment operations tend institutional support for adjustment operations
to intensifythe dialogue onproposed PSM actions through freestanding TA projects. Bankwide, the
in quarters such as the presidency, the prime institutional components of 59 structural adjust-
minister's office, and theministryof finance. With- ment loans have been supported by 42 "compan-
out this association, some governments might not ion" TA projects, sometimes referred to as public
have been prepared to commit themselves to such sector management projects.
unpopular measures as dropping pet projects,
staff retrenchment, and enterprise divestiture. Technical assistance. Technical assistance"6 is the
However, the quick-disbursing nature of adjust- Bank's principal method of delivery for PSM re-
ment loans makes them questionable as instru- form efforts. TheTA projects referred to above are
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of recent origin. Their purpose is to strengthen unmeasurable outputs; and inadequate or inap-
institutional capabilities in a range of core minis- propriate instruments (excessive reliance on long-
tries or agencies, selected public enterprises, and term expatriate TA, and insufficient provision for
enterprise policy-setting and supervision bodies, training).
and to improve policy formulation and public Design deficiencies are compounded by de-
administration in general. Examples include the fects in implementation. These include: recruit-
public financial management operation (Bolivia), ment delays and problems finding suitable con-
economicnmanagementtechnicalassistanceproject sultants, a variety of problems associated with the
(the Philippines), public administration support employment conditions and utility of long-term
project (Morocco), public sectormanagement tech- expatriate advisors, lack of adequate counterparts,
nicalassistanceproject(Argentina),economicand inadequate supervision by the Bank, poor coordi-
public enterprise management project (Burundi), nation with other donors, and, again, inadequate
and development management projects (Mauri- commitmentand administration on the partof the
tania and Senegal). Their magnitude varies from borrowers.
as little as US$1 million to over US$75 million. As The phenomenon of "supply-driven" TA is
a percentage of all freestanding TA projects, the most commonly encountered in Africa and some
number of PSM projects increased from about 20 least developed countries in other regions. That
percent to almost 70 percent in the period 1982-88; is, when project officers encounter institutional
60 PSM projects were approved. In the Africa and technical gaps in their designs, they deal with
region, this has become the fastest growing cat- the deficiencies by means of technical assistance.
egory of TA. Ithas been used to a somewhatlesser TA is said to be supply-driven when project re-
extent in Latin America and the Caribbean, and cipients view the TA as imposed from the outside
sparingly in Asia, Europe, the Middle East, and - as a "price" they must pay to receive the finan-
North Africa (for example, in Bangladesh, China, cial assistance, rather than a response to a locally
and most recently in Algeria and Morocco). felt need or demand. As a result, the involved

The scope of public sector management projects government often makes little or no effort to use
has broadened since the earliest projects, away the TA, even though it may be paying for it.
from institutional support in a few key agencies, Asfortechnicalassistancemanagementissues,'7

aimed at facilitating Bank-borrower policy dia- experience and the analyses cited suggest the
logue, and toward broader reforms aimed at over- following remedial measures:
coming the more fundamental deficiencies per- * More effort should be devoted to the design
ceived in public sector management. The idea stage of technical assistance actions. In particular,
now is to help the borrower create the analytical monitorable achievements should be set out.
capability needed for diagnosing and preparing - At the same time, an element of flexibility
new and better policies. should be built into the design to allow for chang-

ing realities during implementation.
Use of technical assistance, Many of the accomplish- * The borrower must participate fully in project
ments detailed in the earlier sections are directly design.
attributable to well-designed and executed pro- * The borrower must be committed and an
grams. But internal Bank reviews carried out in assessment must be made of the borrower's abil-
recent years have pointed to weaknesses in the ity and determination to put TA to proper use.
way TA for PSM is managed. They are as follows. * Creative delivery arrangements should be
At the design stage there has been: insufficient tried and tested - for example, by integrating
involvement of recipients and, as a result, insuffi- short- and long-term consultants.
cient commitment to the proper use of TA; a *Wheneverpossible,moreuseshouldbemade
tendency to build too many complex components of local consultants.
into the project, making it difficult to staff and * Supervision of technical assistance compo-
supervise; insufficient preparation time; inad- nents and projects must be intensified.
equate assessment of the borrower's needs and * Both the selection and performance of con-
the sociopolitical climate in which TA is to work; sultants must be more rigorously assessed.
loosely drawn terms of reference or, in extreme These suggestions derived from past experi-
cases, no terms of reference at all; targeting that is ence are being taken into account and progress is
overambitious in scope and especially in timing; being made. For example, in the more recent
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technical assistance projects, clearer overall goals staff's tendency to try to specify a complete and
and tighter terms of reference and work programs minutely planned solution to problems they en-
have been defined. More use is being made of counter. This overrational perspective often leads
local consultants. In some instances, a larger role staff to develop an elaborate "blueprint" for the
in project design and consultant supervision has design and implementation of technical assistance
been assigned to staff in the Bank's resident mis- projects, and to try to hold rigidly to the blueprint
sions - who, being on the spot, can provide the when implementing the project.
close supervision necessary. More creative modes Recent analysis recommends a different course.
of delivery are being experimented with: "twin- It supports the contention that the successful tech-
ning" (see box 4.1); programs to use repatriated, nical assistance programs are those that are flex-
specially skilled nationals in place of foreign con- ible (that is, based on a close reading of the specific
sultants; and schemes that supplement the re- country's - or agency's - needs and skills),
sources of long-tern resident advisors with peri- subject to frequent review and modification both
odic short visits by specialists to deal with techni- to alter or eliminate poorly functioning elements
cal bottlenecks and to offer training to host coun- and to seize unexpected opportunities. Where
try staff. this flexibility has been adopted by the Bank and

But even with improved design and delivery, borrowers, the results have been positive, as in the
Bank-supported TA programs for PSM are still Kenya Agriculture Technical Assistance Project.
not effective enough. Why is this so? This advice has proved hard to follow. This is

One reason is that projects with significant partly because of the urgency attached to meeting
institutional or PSM components evolve in ways operational deadlines. But it is also because of a
difficult to foresee, and require considerable ad- Bank tendency not to expend many resources in
aptation as they develop. This conflicts with Bank either the design or supervision of TA, perhaps

because technical assistance, albeit substantial,
still represents a relatively small part of Bank

Box 4.1 Twinning lending.'8 Frequent turnover of Bank staff work-
ing on a particular country or project is an addi-

Twinning is proving to be an effective method of deliver- tional problem in dealing with long-term institu-
ing technical assistance to strengthen public sector insti- tional-managerial issues. Moreover, the Bank is
tutions. It has been used in several programs of financial not used to giving systematic, explicit attention to
managementand public enterprisereform. Itisalso well the issue of government commitment a persistent
adapted to the strengtheningof traininginstitutions. The g ,
Paris Chamber of Commerce and Industry, supported by problem that is much discussed but little analyzed.19

one of the Grandes Ecoles, is twinned under IDA financing Thus, some unanswered questions remain
with the National Institute of Accounting and Manage- about the ways the Bank uses technical assistance
ment in Madagascar. A Canadian consortium compris- for PSM reform and about the appropriate divi-
ingthe Ontario Human ResourcesSecretariat, theNiagara sion of labor between the Bank and other suppli-
Institute, and the Ontario International Corporation has ers of assistance. Experience shows that TA is not
entered into a twinning arrangement to provide support effective in cases of acute institutional weakness,
to the Malawi Institute of Management and to supply i i
eight management trainers. SO it iS logical to conclude that the Bank ought to be

Broadly defined, twinning arrangements can take the more discriminating in its use of PSM reform,
form of consulting services, management contracts, or limiting it to cases where the government's com-
even joint ventures. The main advantage of twinning is mitment is clearly demonstrated, and where there
thatitprovidesanoperationalrelationshipbetweeninsti- is a minimal pre-existing institutional base on
tutions engaged in similar types of activity in different which to build. But this would curtail activities
countries. It is a more cohesive and continuous approach with some most deserving borrowers; thus, the
to technical assistance than relying on normal consultancy
arrangements, and it is generally a good deal cheaper. It Bank would have to compensate by stepping up
lends itself readily to cooperation between agendes in efforts on non-TA routes to PSM reform. These
different developing countries (for example, between measures - training, finding ways to elicit de-
Ghana's Irrigation Development Authority and Korea's sired behavior from existing staff by providing
Agricultural Development Corporation) and is a good material or nonmaterial incentives - are less pre-
way to integrate training with technical assistance - cise than TA. To resolve the dilemma arising from
much preferable as a rule to on-the-job training provided the close correlation between an extreme need for

by_individual_consultants. PSM and a relative inability to use traditional
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technical assistance effectively, capacity building been extensively used to advise on such matters as
and motivational work must precede significant civil service compensation, financial management,
TA efforts. and public enterprise reform. The Bank's experi-

In countries where the preconditions for the ence with these consultants has been distinctly
successful application of TA exist, several low- mixed (indeed, often the consultants supply the
cost steps can be taken to improve performance. TA criticized above), and costs are high - now
* The Bank could be more selective about TA typically in the range of$15,000 per person-month.
projects, advancing only those projects for which The choice of consultants is formally the re-
there is demonstrated commitment and a high sponsibility of the borrower. Bank staff often
chance for success. A decision not to proceed with advise on the list of firms invited to submit pro-
a project, or a decision to cancel undisbursed posals and may comment on the proposals re-
amounts on the ground of inadequate borrower ceived. But they do not have the time and they are
commitment, should not necessarily be interpreted not particularly well placed to screen the final
as a failure on the part of the Bank. Withdrawing selection of individuals who will carry out a given
support from a borrower institution may be a assignment. All too often, the host governments
means of securing reform, as well as freeing Bank also lack the expertise to choose wisely and the
resources (including staff time) for more produc- inclination or resources to supervise well. The
tive use elsewhere. result has been a small but steady stream of less-

* The Bank could be more realistic and specific than-enthusiastic assessments of the quality of
in setting objectives and goals to be achieved. consultants' work in PSM. The Bank maintains a

* The Bank could allow more lead time for register of consulting firms, and files on indi-
these projects. Good PSM work normally requires vidual consultants are kept, but information on
in-depth knowledge of a country and careful ne- the qualifications and performance of consultants
gotiation with many officials and agencies, all of is not systematically recorded. This should be
which takes time. done as a matter of priority.

* Operational staff should systematically com- Bank Group projects have been used in a num-
pile information on consultants, including frank ber of countries to build up domestic consulting
evaluations of their performance. expertise in both the public and private sectors. A

* Practical guidelines and project implementa- positive byproduct of public enterprise reform in
tion manuals should be prepared for Bank staff Senegal, for example, was the development of
working on these areas. local accounting firms to carry out enterprise au-

* More use should be made of the Bank's field dits; these were generally set up as joint ventures
offices-forexample, toidentifythesociopolitical with foreign partners. Local universities have
contacts and information so essential to PSM been contracted to train financial analysts in Ja-
project success, to identify and review the work of maica and to help strengthen the government's
local consultants, to monitor the performance and economic services in Nigeria. Among many ex-
progress of ongoing projects, and to coordinate amples that could be cited, a domestic private
TA financed by the Bank with that provided by consultancy firm in Ghana has helped the Na-
bilateral donors. tional Revenue Secretariat evaluate the organiza-

* More effort should be expended on cross- tion and staffing of the tax administration. In
fertilization of ideas and dissemination of best Kenya, studies of the evolution of government
practices to staff working in these areas.0 policy on the parastatal sector were carried out by

The suggested actions are not new. The issue is local consultants. The projects for strengthening
much more one of applying the lessons of experi- the civil service training center in Bangladesh and
ence and - following the advice the Bank gives to establishing the Malawi Institute of Management
borrowers - doing less, but doing it better. see these institutes as providingboth consultancy

and training. A high proportion of the technical
Consultants assistance extended by the Bank for PSM reform

in Latin America and Asia is being spent on con-
Consultants account for most expenditures on sultants from within those regions.
PSM-related technical assistance financed by the But these laudable examples do not resolve a
Bank Group. International accounting firms - prime question: what are the benefits and costs of
management consultants in particular - have using local, as opposed to international, consult-
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ants? The high costs of international consultants, tive in transmitting skills. The main problem is
and the presumably greater local knowledge of that the wide range of issues and areas in which
domestic consultants, should make local firms the Bank works makes it impossible to duplicate
competitive. To date, no extensive data base exists the expensive and intensive supervision that seems
on the use, costs, or quality of work of domestic tobe the essence of the Fund's method. Neverthe-
firms, nor has their work been formally compared less, a pilot experiment using the IMF approach
with that of international companies, but in Af- might be considered for some priority PSM activi-
rica, at least, domestic consultants command a ties.
very small share of the market. Building capacity
for local consultancies is therefore a candidate for Technical assistance "embedded" in country
technical assistance, especially for PSM actions, economic and sector work
where local knowledge is critical to good advice.

The Bank continues to make extensive use of its
Technical assistance from the IMF: country and economic sector work (CESW) as a
a contrasting approach vehicle for technical assistance in promoting PSM

reform. Public expenditure surveys, public in-
The International Monetary Fund handles techni- vestment reviews, and diagnostic studies of pub-
cal assistance somewhat differently from the Bank. lic enterprises often provide a basis for adjust-
In three IMF departments - Fiscal Affairs, Cen- ment operation conditionality and serve as a point
tral Banking, and the Bureau of Statistics - tech- of departure for technical assistance operations.
nical assistance is a major activity, and the depart- Offering advice on institutional matters has been
ments are staffed with relevant experts. Long- one of the main functions of recent Bank economic
term consultants - drawn from panels of experi- missions in Eastern Europe. In some African
enced government officials and professional countries (for example, Zambia in the early 1980s)
economists -are employed and paid by the Fund Bank staff became heavily involved, in collabora-
and serve in an advisorycapacity under the Fund's tion with the IMF, in helping to reorganize plan-
close supervision. The Fund bears all the costs; the ning and especially budgeting systems. These
host country pays nothing. The number of fields efforts were assessed as beneficial but quite costly
served is limited, and the Fund extends technical and difficult to sustain. As the Bank has become
assistance only at the request of an appropriate more deeply involved with problems of develop-
government authority. The operational control of ment administration, it has become increasingly
technical assistance activities is a continuous pro- difficult to draw a dividing line between CESW
cess, with advisors required to submit monthly and work on the preparation and appraisal of
progress reports and to consult headquarters on projects for strengthening financial and economic
issues of substance. Short-term assignments are management and enterprise reform. Limited staff
often carried out by Fund staff members. availability and the high opportunity costs of

The Bank does not exercise as much control CESW impose limits on its use as a substitute for
over the appointment or performance of the con- lending operations. Still, through its analytical,
sultants it finances; it depends largely on private policy-dialogue, and financial work, the Bankpro-
consultants, for whose services the borrower has vides a form of TA that is "embedded" in its
to pay. The Bank's International Economics De- normal dealings withborrowergovernments. The
partment and its predecessors have occasionally objectives of these exercises are seldom written up
dispensed short-term technical assistance similar in a formal sense, nor are they costed out; but the
to that provided by the Fund, in debt reporting informal assessment of both borrower govern-
and statistics. The Bank has also seconded staff ment personnel and Bank staff is that this form of
members to serve in advisory positions in mem- assistance yields positive results.
ber countries, notably under the special programs
initiated in the early 1980s for low-income coun- The Economic Development Institute
tries. But these efforts were limited and tempo-
rary and were not always judged successful. In- The Economic Development Institute (EDI) sup-
deed, it is difficult to see how the Bank could ports improved management in the public sector
adopt wholesale the Fund's approach, even if it of borrowercountriesthroughitstrainingcourses.
were established that this approach is more effec- Most of the training sessions relevant to public
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sector management are offered on a regional ba- driven type-insisted uponby the Bank-which
sis. Topics covered include macro- and microeco- has not been effective. On the one hand, part of the
nomicmanagement,publicfinancialmanagement, fault lies with the Bank. Management-related TA
fiscal reform, aid coordination, public enterprise components of adjustment operations have too
management, civil service reform, and decentrali- often been inadequately designed and insuffi-
zation. Over the past decade, about 200 courses of ciently supervised. These defects can be cor-
both short and medium duration, in and outside rected, at some expense: a slower pace of project
Washington, have been held. The efforts have and program preparation, higher coefficients of
taken place in all regions, though African con- staff time on supervision, and - if it were decided
cerns and needs have received the most signifi- to emulate the IMF approach - a narrower range
cant share (roughly 40 percent) of attention. of activities that could be supportedby "in-house"

In the 1980s the EDI established long-term part- experts. On the other hand, PSM-related technical
nership relations with public training and man- assistance has sometimes been called on to com-
agement development institutes in all four re- pensate for organizational and institutional defi-
gions. For example, in 1987 the Institute - in ciencies in least developed countries, a task that
conjunction with the International Labour may simply be too large and complex for the
Organisation and the United Nations Develop- resources devoted to it. In other words, in some
ment Programme - launched UNEDIL, a scheme instances it is not that TA was poorly done; it is
to strengthen 17 African management training that the task was beyond TA's capacity.
centers and regional organizations, the latter op- But the Bank can and should do more- some
erating in the fields of policy analysis, financial of it at low cost - to improve the quality of TA.
management and administration, and business Specifically, the Bank should experiment with:
development and marketing. The program builds * More creative delivery mechanisms (perhaps
faculty skills; reinforces local staff capabilities for including more formal use of "embedded" TA).
consulting,research,andperformanceevaluations; * More intensive and frequent supervision of
and aims at increasing the financial and adminis- TA components and projects.
trative autonomy of each participating organiza- * More rigorous and objective assessments of
tion. Three other programs of a similar nature are the performance of consultants (by both Bank and
in operation or preparation. borrower country personnel) to establish a list of

preferred consultants.
Conclusions * The posting of PSM specialists to resident or

regional missions to work with governments and
The main delivery mechanism for PSM reform has TA.
been technical assistance through lending. Too * Perhaps most important, more rigorous as-
much of the TA providedbythe Bank in thepublic sessment of the borrower's commitment to put the
sector management field has been the supply- TA to effective use.
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Conclusions

The benefits of improved public sector manage- and have concentrated on relatively few themes.
ment are significant: lower costs, more effective Geographically, roughly half of the entire PSM
delivery of the goods and services produced by effort has gone to assist borrowers in Africa; and
public agencies, heightened project impact, en- while the PSM activities centered on that region
hanced capability for policy formulation and have been worthwhile, they have yet to produce
implementation, more "sustainable" projects and dramatic breakthroughs. These problems and
programs. A key lesson of the adjustment expe- shortcomings are important. They frustrate bor-
rience is that poor performance is a function of rower governments and involved Bank staff and
weak institutional capacity in the public sector; managers. What are the causes of these shortcom-
the best policies cannot be put into effect with a ings? And what can be done to improve the
poorpublic administration. The conclusion: man- record?
agement matters, often crucially so.

It was the rise of adjustment lending that led Obstacles to public sector management reform
the Bank more deeply into complex institutional
issues and resulted in public sector management Why have there been problems? There are several
being treated as a subject in its own right. The reasons. First and foremost, PSM actions reveal,
Bank has undergone an extraordinary learning and highlight, the tensions between economic
exercise and has now accumulated a wealth of benefits and political costs. The rationalist re-
practical experience that allows it to operate in forms proposed in PSM often require decision-
previously uncharted multisectoral areas - such makers and implementers to act against their own
as civil service pay and employment reform, ef- short-term political or even material interests.
forts to increase program sustainability, and re- Governments tend to be in extreme crisis (or,
form of public enterprises as a sector. Agencies conversely, well advanced on the road to prosper-
essential to the development process have been ity) before they find the resolve to tackle such
created or reinforced; effective administrative pro- painful, opposition-provoking steps as the liqui-
cedures have been established; people have been dation of persistently loss-making public enter-
trained; services have been provided; money has prises, the removal of political appointees from
been made or saved - all with Bank help. The enterprise boards, the elimination of well-publi-
gains have been considerable. cized, well-championed projects, the dismissal of

But this stocktaking review also shows that superfluous civil servants, the matching of pay to
PSM successes have been limited. They have been productivity, and the changing of procurement
difficult to conceive, to sell to concerned govern- practices to eliminate fraud.
ments, to implement, and to sustain. Successes Second, PSM reform normally takes a great
have come about more gradually than anticipated deal of time to conceptualize, to set in motion, and
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to come to fruition. But governments and external different PSM activities. But what can be done in
assistance agencies alike are impatient; they insist a larger, strategic sense to enhance the quality and
on immediately discernible effects that justify the impact of the Bank's PSM efforts? One general
expenditure of scarce resources. So PSM efforts recommendation is that the Bank should devote
have been concentrated in areas where the short- more resources to PSM issues. The sociopolitical
termeconomic and especiallybudgetary impactis context in which a reform is to be implemented
most apparent; in measures to improve public must be better understood, by extending sector
enterprise performance and to contain civil ser- work to includePSM issues, and by requiring staff
vice costs, for example. As a result of this ten- to acquire and apply such knowledge. There is a
dency to downplay the importance of the longer need for more thorough design and preparation
run, more attention is paid to containing the pub- of actions. And most important, there must be
lic sector wage bill than to rejuvenating dilapi- more and better supervision of reform implemen-
dated and demoralized line agencies; to persuad- tation. This would entail costs, mainly in time and
ing governments to drop poor projects than to effort of Bank staff. But enlarging or diverting
installing procedures that would prevent such staff resources is not easy to justify, given the
projects from coming on stream in the first place. difficulty of showing that a particular PSM action
This is understandable, but it tends to treat the results in a particular payoff.
symptoms rather than the cause of the disease. The Bank could take two incremental measures

Despite these difficulties, technically sound to sharpen the focus, quality, and relevance of
prescriptions can be and have been assembled PSM work:
from the Bank's analyses and experiences. A well-
defined reform "package" exists for PEs remain- * First and foremost, it could expand efforts in
ing in the hands of the state. Experience has the design and preparation stages of operations to
generated a good set of goals at which public assess the feasibility of needed PSM reforms, in-
expenditure management reform should aim. cluding the degree of government commitment to
Knowledge of how to approach civil service re- the reform.
form, including the longer run issues of improv- * It could strengthen efforts to spread the les-
ingorganizationaleffectiveness-isgrowingrap- sons of experience, within both the Bank and the
idly. Measures to overcome the deficiencies of borrower countries (through CESW and particu-
past technical assistance efforts have been de- larly through EDI activities), by means of semi-
vised. The problem is not that one does not know nars, workshops, and formal and especially infor-
what to recommend; on the contrary, the goals mal training programs. They can be as simple as
and instruments are clear. But governments con- senior staff informing juniorstaff as to "how things
tinue to have difficulties implementing PSM re- work" or as complex as requiring missions to
form. The quandary is that sociopolitical and devote a portion of their time to mini-training
bureaucratic obstacles in each country impede or courses for their counterparts in government.
block the implementation of good practices. Over-
coming these obstacles requires detailed knowl- To free up the resources needed for more inten-
edge of the contexts - social, political, and orga- sive staff supportforeach PSM operation, the total
nizational - in which a reform is beingproposed. number of such operations, and the range of is-
Obtaining this knowledge, and applying it in a sues or institutions addressed in each, could be
specific reform, takes time (which is normally not reduced. Not every public agency deserves to be
available) and skills and resources (which are in restructured or perpetuated. In some cases, large
short supply). Perhaps more than in other areas of amounts of technical assistance and the most ad-
Bank activity, the implementation of public sector vanced set of procedures will have little or no
management reforms is a matter of constant adap- impact. The Bank needs to be more selective,
tation of ideal mechanisms to the prevailing con- focusing on countries and activities where the
ditions of the country in question. chanceforreformishighbecausethegovernment

is committed and ready to change. The Bank
Cozrective mechanisms should use its modest resources to build the foun-

dation for constructive change through the coun-
At various points this paper presented tactical try dialogue and selective capacity-building ini-
suggestions for how to improve the impact of tiatives.
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out" operating budgets for supplies and mainte- refurbish an enterprise before sale in hopes of
nance. In trying to determine when staff are in increasing the sales price? - turns out to be ex-
surplus, functional reviews and staff inspections tremely difficult to answer. The vendor must, of
maybe undertaken to identify sector- or function- course, provide the purchaser with a clear title,
specific excess through the use of ratio analysis - which invariably entails some cost to produce.
- which applies standardized norms of, say, pro- Where it can be shown that the addition to the
portion of agricultural extension workers to farm- sales price is greater than the cost of the refurbish-
ers. In some instances a surplus is a consequence ing investment, it would seem rational to proceed.
of the streamlining or elimination of government The problem is that governments consistently
functions; then it is a case not of too many people tend to underestimate costs and overestimateben-
per task but too many tasks, period. efits. The emerging consensus is that government

owners should bear the bulk of the costs of finan-
8. See Jan Svejnar and Katherine Terell, "Labor cial restructuring and staff reduction before the
Redundancy in State-Owned Transportation En- sale, but that new investment should be left to the
terprises: Determinants and Solutions," INUTD, private purchaser.
the World Bank, April 1991.

13. Enterprise reform and privatization in social-
9. Some counterarguments could be advanced ist economies poses special problems that are
against this conclusion: (1) Except in a few coun- relatively new to the Bank, and about which much
tries, outright cuts have tended to be small, so still has to be learned, so this issue is not analyzed
protests may have been muted because the threat in this paper. For preliminary discussions see
is viewed as minimal. (2) Most of the experience Barbara Lee and John Nellis, Enterprise Reform and
on which this conclusion is based is African. In Privatization in Socialist Economies, World Bank
other regions it might be harder to shift from Discussion Paper 104,1990, and "ANote on Enter-
industrial to agricultural employment. (3) Inmany prise Reform in Socialist Countries," in Chapter 8
countries pay adjustment had already taken place of Mary Shirley and John Nellis, The Reform of
through wage erosion: many jobs may have been Public Enterprises: Lessons of Experience, the World
viewed as not worth fighting for. This reasoning Bank, EDI, 1991. One apparent difference be-
is plausible, but the fact remains that, despite dire tween developing and reforming socialist coun-
predictions about the political peril of retrench- tries is that in developing countries divestiture is
ment, what has been accomplished so far has not regarded as one tool among many for the
beenpoliticallycostlyforreforminggovernments. policymaker seeking to raise levels of efficiency;

in reforming socialist countries, privatization is
10. In 1986-90, annual average real growth of the increasingly seen as essential to the transition to a
wage bill was 0.0 percent in Ghana and -0.6 in the market economy and thus an end in itself.
Gambia. In Guinea in the same period the wage
bill rose 16.3 percent a year - starting from one of 14. See "Lessons of Divestiture for Bank Lend-
the most compressed bases in Africa. For details ing," Country Economics Department, the World
see Louis de Merode, "Civil Service Pay and Em- Bank, forthcoming in 1992.
ployment Reform in Africa: Selected Implemen-
tation Experiences," AFTIM, Africa Technical 15. And accountability: in the Gambia, failure to
Department, the World Bank, March 1991. achieve the goals stipulated in contract plans led

to the dismissal of three PE managers.
11. This section of the paper draws heavily on
Ahmed Galal, "Public Enterprise Reform: A Chal- 16. Technical assistance is defined here as includ-
lenge for the World Bank," PRE Working Paper ing project-related training. In termns of dollars
407, the World Bank, April 1990; and John Nellis, lent by the Bank for technical assistance, that for
"Public Enterprise Reform in Adjustment Lend- PSM reform accounts for less than 10 percent of
ing," PRE Working Paper 223, the World Bank, total TA lending. It is provided mainly through
August 1989. freestanding TA projects.

12. To demonstrate the complexity of the issue: 17. For a complete discussion of Bank actions in
the superficially simple question - should one technical assistance for institutional development
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in general, see Beatrice Buyck, "The Bank's Use of velopment Projects," World Bank Discussion Pa-
Technical Assistance for Institutional Develop- per 4, 1986.
ment," PRE Working Paper 578, the World Bank,
January 1991. 20. At the time of writing, a high-level Bank Task

Force is reviewing all aspects of technical assis-
18. Technical assistance constituted 9 percent of tance, including that devoted to PSM reform. The
total lending in FY82; it declined to 6 percent by Task Force is expected to draw together the vari-
FY88, and increased again to 9 percent in FY90. ous past studies and critiques, and produce a

comprehensive set of recommendations on how
19. Seethepath-breakingstudybyRichardHeaver the Bank should approach this issue in the 1990s.
and Arturo Israel, "Country Commitment to De- The review is scheduled to appear early in FY92.
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